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NEWS
Clayton, New Mexico, June 8,
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UNION COUNTY FOLK MUST BUY

$220,080

1

98

gl'DSCHIPTIOX
52.00

W. S. S. BEFORE END OF YEAR
la

L'MON COUNTY MAX REPORTED
DESERTER MAY BE IN FRANCE
W. S. S.
That Jack Williams, Union County
member of tin National Army, reported to the local draft board as a
deserter by tin? military authorities
iy
at Camp Funston, is with the
forces on the way, or in
France, is the belief of Mrs. V. H.
Dicks, of near the city.
Mrs. Dicks received two postal)
cards from Williams the week he
was reported as a deserter, one sent
from Kansas City, May 20, slating
he was expecting to bo called for
overseas duty soon, and one from
Hloomington, III., dated May 30, containing the information that he was
on his way to New York to embark
for the scene, of battle.
Mrs. Dick is of the opinion that
the deserter reported is some other
than Williams, or is of the same
name but from some other part of
rxpe-ditiona-

the country.
Buy a Baby Bond
B EG UTR ATI ON OF YOUTHS
IS PROBABLY VERY LIGHT
W. S. S.
With only thirty men reaching
the age of I in the past year, reg-

istering for selective service in the
draft army, at the, county court
house Wednesday, June 5, it is believed that the registration throut
the county will bo lighter than was
expected.
No reports have yet been received
from other precincts, but it is unofficially stated that the number of
youths registering will not exceed
une hundred.
Buy a Baby Bond
Claytonites Slurry in Missouri
i
11' c c
Announcements of the marriage
of Vernon Glover and Miss Lillian
Ellen Mathews, at die home, of the
brides parents in Maplewood, Missouri, have been received here. The
marriage was solemized May 25th.
Uoth Mr. and Mrs. Glover are well
known here, Mr. Glover having a
few years ago been manager of the
hardware department
and Mrs. Glover a teacher in the
local schools.
Buy a Baby Bond
Owens Buys Out Palillo
.

Otto-Johns-

IMPORTANT NOTICE
FBESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES PROCLAIMS FRIDAY,
JUNE 28, 1918, ,
as
NATIONAL WAR SAVINGS DAT

business deal whereby Fred H.
Owen becomes sole owner of the
Service Garage was consumated the
fore part of the week when Owen
purchased the half interest of his
partner, H. I. Palillo. The same
service will be given patrons
of this garage under the sole manag-meA

nt

of Owen.
Buy a Baby Bond

Kicked by Horse
v. s. s.
Arden Cavender will limp for some
time to come as the result of being
kicked on the, leg by a horse while
working at the llatcliff ranch, Tuesday. It is reported that the injury
is quite severe altho no bones were
broken.
Buy a Baby Bond
Mrs. Staley Entertained II. E. Club
v. s. s.
The Clayton Home Economics Club
was entertained by Mrs. Staley the
seventeenth of May. After a brief
business session Mrs. Knowles, the
Homo Economic demonstrator gave
an excellent account of her work.
A social hour, enjoyably spent, brot
the meeting to a close. The next
meeting will bo heid at the homo of
Mrs. Selvy, Juno li, 1918.
Buy a Baby Bond
Red Cross Dance at Pasumonte
.

GOVERNORS AND MAYORS MAKE SIMILA

PROCLAMATIONS

MEETINGS "WILL BE HELD IN EVERY COMMUNITY TO SECURE
SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

Pursuant to the proclamations of the President of the United States
and the Governor of this State, I, War Savinur Director for New Mexico,
acting under the authority of the United States Treasury Department, have
s
to meet on Friday, June 28th, to give
called all taxpayers and
their subscriptions for War Savings Stamps. In rural communities and the
smaller town and cities, meetings will be held in the school houses at 2 p. m.
The schoolor praehict officers will conduct the meeting in each school
house, keeping a record of the proceedings and reporting the names of all
persons present and the amount of War Savings Stamps subscribed for by,
them. The names of absent persons, and of thofio who refuse or neglect to
subscribe, with their reasons for so doinj, will also be reported.
War Savings Stamps (which are UÍTited States Government Bonds the
8ame as Liberty Bonds) can be paid for during any month in the year 1918,
but it is intended that subscriptions will be signed for them on June 28.
The price of each War Savings Stamp depends upon the month during
which it is bought. During June each stamp will cost $4.17. In July each
Stamp will cost $4.18, and so on, one cent more each month during 1918. On
January 1, 1923, the Government of the United States will redeem all War
Savings Stamps at $5.00 each, no matter during which month in 1918 they
were bought. They cost less during the early months in 1918 than during
the later months because the person who buys earlier has loaned his money
to the "Government for a longer time than if he should buy later.
By way of illustration, note the following table:
wage-earner-

D

. S. S.
The. week of Juno 28 has been des
ignated by tho Government as War"
Savings Stamp week. During tho
week every adult citizen of the
:;il,'il Stales will be expected to
himself to save a pertain
in. Hint each month to be loaned to
he government by the purchase of
Var Savings stumps, which have
i maturity value in U2;t of $3.00 and
vh'rh are selling Ihis month for
next iiionlh Si.lS. and so on.
In oriler to raise a slupcnduous
sum the .government has allotted
each county in the United States a
quota. The r.llottment was made ar
rodillé to i npulation as estimated by
the l'.ureau of Census from the poll
d the last Presidential election.
L'nion County's allottment is $220- ,-

or something over .10 each for
everv man. woman and child in the
county. The maximum amount that
can he invcted by one peson in War
aviims Stamps is $1,000, and there
will have to be manv one thousand
or pledges, it is
dollar
believed, for Union County to go
over
At a meeting at the City Hall Wednesday night, at which those who bre
most interested in the campaign, or
who should he, were conspieious by
their absence, the matter was discussed to some extent and the plans
for the drive outlined.
have
Various comnii!
charge of the various phases of the
drive. Each seool district will be
given an allottment ami the work of
raising that allottment detailed to
school officials, patriotic clubs, or
ether societies, acting under the orwith
ders of, and in
the county chairman, Robert W.
Isaacs.

Those in charge of the drive in
the various communities will be
furnished literature to mail to tho
residents of their respective districts and (he pledge cards and be
thoroly coached in the manner of
securing the pledges.
A selling agent will be designated
in each district and the pledgs are
redeemable thru this agent, the
or such place as the one making, the pledge may select. Records
of. the pledges, which bind the signer to save and purchase the stipulated amount of War Savings Stamps
in a speciliied time, will be kept by
the sidling agents and the county
chairman. The person making tho
pledge will be expected to make tho
stamp purchase promptly ami regularly. Failure to do so will bring 'a
reminder from either the selling
agent cr the county chairman.
Local committees in charge of the
drives will be furnished handbills
or other literature specifying their
quota and calling the residents of the
community together at a certain
date to hear the savings system
explained and to make their pledges.
Those in charge of the drive will
bo furnished all assitance possiblo
by the Govrnment, the Stale the
County Liberty Loan Committee, the
Chairman of tho War Savings Stamp
Drive and the County Council of Defense, as well as the Four Minute
Men and such other organizations as
may fit into the schema to raise the
amount assigned to Union County.
A meeting to discuss tho matter
more thoroly is called for Wednesday night, at seven thirty o'clock,
and it is urged that every person in
tho community bo present. This is
a mutter of greater importance than
either picture shows or Chautau-qua- s.

post-olTi- ee

COST OF WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
DURING JUNE, JULY AND AUGUST, 1918
Cost In

1

20
50
100
200

Stamp...
Stamps
Stamps
Stamps
Stamps

June
$ 4.17
83.40
208.50
417.00
834.00

Coat In

Juljr
$ 4.18
83.60
209.00
418.00
836.00

Coat in And Ar Wort
August on Jan. 1, 1(21
5.00
$ 4.19 $
100.00
83.80
209.50
250.00
500.00
419.00
838.00
1,000.00

The law provides that no person can hold in his own name War Savings
Stamps exceeding $1,000 maturity value. War Savings Stamps, however,
may be purchased for other members of the family, including minor children.
The money invested in War Savings Stamps is not a gift, or a donation,
but is a loan fa the Government. It will all be paid back with 4 compound interest. If, because of some serious financial reverses, or calamity,
t should be necessary to get your money before January 1, 1923, you may
do so by giving ten (lavs notice to any Money Order postmaster, in which
case you can get what you aid for the Stamps, with interest to date of
payment The Stamps are Stoe from all State and LocaMaxes; when registered at the postoffice they, are insared against loss ; they are backed by all
the property in the United Stales'; they ctmnot fall in value below the price
you pay; they are as coiwepiAut and as well paying an investment as has
ever befen offered by our CTovwnwAeiit.
A definite qisotia of WarKavngs Stamps has been assigned each school
district and community, whká wifT Ha anqoancod at each meeting on June
28th. Uhe Oorénament of tlfc .Unifced States, expects all the citizens of every
precinct, school district and ebnotjjC to suBéacibe for hs quota and to pledge
themselves to Bove and eonnie to aeip win the war.
It is to be hoped that the subscriptions taken at the meetings in yojjr
county will show you and your neighbors to be loyal Americans to whom
our Government, in' this hour of need, does not call in vain.
Signed,

..
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Buy a Baby Bond
Dunce

W.S.S.
The people of the Pasamonle community are planning a big dance and
ice cream supper to bo held in the
school house at that place next Saturday evening, June 15. Everyone
is invited to attend.
The proceeds
of'tho supper and dance will go to
swell the Red Cross fund.

h

V

oso,

on

w. s. s.

RATH

a Year, nnl Worth It.

New Mexico War S&YiPff Director appointed and acting- under the author
lty of the Secretary of the United States Treasury

For Departing Soldier Boys
w. s. s.

Invitations to a dance given in the
honor of the Union County men who
leave for tho training camps the
ninth of June have been mailed to
tho boys who will leave, and their
friends. The dance is given by the
Fischer-DavMusic company in the
is

Fischer-Dav-

is

Hall.
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order to fire. Rang and everything
correct, too. I know I didn't Wilson,
did I give you any order for the battery to open up? Of course I didn't
did
"I answered very emphatically, No,
sir, you gave no comraond. Nothing
went through this post. I am absolutely certain on that point, sir.'
"'Of course nothing went througn,
he replied. Then his face fell, and he
muttered out loud:
"But by Jove, wait till Old Pep
per gets wind of thU There'll be fur

I

The BULLETIN BOARD

ir

A Business Directory

MAMDBCAlfSOL!
MIO WENT

A. II. DARDEN
ATTORNEY

AT LAW

flying.'

la First National Baak

Office

Just then Bombardier Cassell cut

Baílalas.

CLAVTOX

i-

MACHINE

HILL BROTHERS

OiNHDlKVma

Telephoae C
- NKW MKXICO.

W mAHCE- -

'

17 BYtrvtrl

Coal, Ice and Transfer Company

AfHu anr

5--

CLAYTON.

TWO ARTILLERYMEN

"PUT ONE OVER" ON OLD PEPPER,

REGIMENTAL

COMMANDER.

W.M. LESLIE, M.D.
PUYSICIAN

ItHQKUN.

AND

Ovar Deen'e Bakery.
CHARLTON BLDO. PHOIR IM
-l
CLAYTON,
NEW MKXICO.
l-

Dr. C. E. KELLER
DENTIST
Over Dean'a Oakery.
Of flea Phone

IOI--

Claytoa.

B

COL. E. Ü. JACOBS
AUCTIONEER,
Moat Experienced

County.

la Valoa

atlsfaetlon Guaranteed.
CLAYTON,

NEW MEXICO.

-l

Dr. J. C. KISNER
GENERAL PRACTICE.
Office Next to Telephone
In Charlton Unlldlnc
Clayton. N. at.
on Rectum, Bar,
Speclallat
Alao
None, Throat, Stomach, Dtaeaaea
of Women and Children.
Office Houri 10 to It a. m., 1 to
I i). in. Sunday: 8:30 to :3Ua. m.
Other hour by appointment.
Office Phone 240.
ga

Union Title and
Loan Co.
ABSTRACTS, PLATS,
CONVEYANCING,
NOTARY.
New Mexico.
Clayton,
:-

GOL.

-:

:- -:

G. W.

BAKER

Auctioneer
You Have Tried the Rest
Now Try the Best.
Address or Phone Me at
Seneca, New Mexico.

COL GEO. GOODYEAR
COL. J. A. SOWERS
Al TIOVKKUS
Thirty yeara' experience In
IlvuHlork, townalte and K"eral
aiili-crying. All work will be
appreciated. Write t'ol Howera
at Hin.'ca. or phone Wnnette;
write t'ol. tloodyear at Clayton,
or phone or Inquire Klrat
a

Hank.
ftATINKACTION

Gt'ARANTEKD

THE CLAYTON

PLUMBING &
HEATING CO.
N. B. LUM Trealdent.
U C. VADER, Bee. and Treaa.
SaaHary Plnmhlaa', Expert Fur.
aaca Hark, aad Ilepairlac

CLAYTON,

NKW MEXICO

in

on the wire:

NKW MKXICO.

-t

Synopsis. Fired by the Kinking of the Lusltanla, with the loss of
American lives, Arthur Guy Empey, no American living In Jersey City,
goes to England and enlists as a private In the British army. After a
short experience as a recruiting officer In London, be Is sent to training quarters In France, where he first bears the sound of big guns and
makes the acquaintance of "cooties." After a brief period of training
Empey'a company Is sent Into the front-lin- e
trenches, where be takes
his first turn on the fire step while the bullets whiz overhead. Empey
learns, as comrade falls, that death lurks always In the trenches.
Chaplain distinguishes himself by rescuing wounded men under hot
fire. With pick and shovel Empey has experience as a trench digger
In No Man's Land. Exciting experience on listening post detail. Exciting work on observation post duty.
CHAPTER XVI

Continued.
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with his
be said:

feet At last, turning to

me,

"'Wilson, this nrmy Is a blankety
"Cassell hnd a fnncy for that particular blonde. The answer came back blank washout What's the use of havIn the shape of a volley of cusses. I ing artillery if it Is not allowed to fire?
The government at home ought to be
changed the subject.
"After a while our talk veered hanged with some of their red tape.
round to the way the Boches hod been It's through them that we have no
exposing themselves on the road down
on the chart as Target 17. What he
said about those Boches would never
have pnstiod the relchstag, though I
believe It would have gone through
our censor easily enough.
"The bursting shells were making
such a din that I packed up talking
and took to watching the captain. He
was fidgeting around on an old sandbag with the glass to his eyo. Occasionally he would let out a grunt, and
make some remark I couldn't hear on
account of the noise, but I guessed
what It was all right. Fritz was getting fresh again on that rond.
"Cassell had been sending In the tap
code' to me, but I was fed up and
didn't bother with It. Then he sent
O. S., and I was all attention, for this
was a call used between us which
meant that something important was
on. I was all ears In an instant Then
Cassell turned loose.
"'You blankety blank dud, I have
been trying to raise you for fifteen
minutes. What's the matter, are you
asleep?'
(Just as If anyone could
have slept In that infernal racket!)
nasty answer.
'Never mind framing
Just listen.'
" 'Are you game for putting something over on the Boches and Old Pepper all In one?'
"I answered that I was game enough
when it came to putting It over the
Boches, but confessed that I had a
weakening of the spine, even at the
mention of Old Pepper's name.
"lie came back with, 'It's so absurdly easy and simple that there Is no
chance of the old heathen rumbling It
Anyway, If we're caught, I'll take the
blame.'
"Under theso condition I told him to
spit out his scheme. It was so daring
and simple that It took my breath
away. This Is what he proposed :
"If the Boches should use that road
again, to send by the tap system the
target and range. I had previously
told hi ra about our captain talking out
loud as If he were sending through
orders. Well, If this happened, I was
to send the dope to Cassell and he
would transmit It to the bnttery com
mander as officially coming through
the observation post. Then the bat
tery would open up. Afterwards, dur
lng the Investigation, Cassell would
swear ho received It direct They
would have to relieve him, because It
was Impossible from his post In the
battery dugout to know that the road
was being used at that time by the
Germans. And also It was Impossible
for him to give the target, range and
degrees. You know a bnttery chart Is
not passed around among the men like
a newspaper from Blighty. From him
the Investigation would go to the observation post, and the observing offi
cer could truthfully swear that I had
not sent the message by 'phone, and
that no orders to fire had been Issued
by him. The Investigators would then
be up In the air, we would be safe, the
Boches would receive a good bashing,
and we would get our own back on Old
Pepper. It was too good to be true.
I gleefully fell In with the scheme,
and told Cassell I was his meat
"Then I waited with beating heart
and wrttehed the captain like a hawk.
"lie was beginning to fidget again
u4 ww drumming on the sandbags

shells.'
"I answered, 'Yes, sir,' and started
sending this opinion over the wire to
Cassell, but the captain interrupted

with:
"'Keep those Infernal fingers still.

me

What's the matter, getting the nerves?
When I'm talking to you, pay atten
tion.'
"My heart sank. Supposing he had
rumbled that tapping, then all would
be up with onr plan. I stopped drum
ming with my fingers and said:
" 'Beg your pardon, sir, Just a habit
with me.'
" 'And a dd silly one. too.' he nn
swered, turning to his glasses a en in.
and I knew I was safe. lie had not
tumbled to the meaning of that tar
ping.
"All at once, without turnlnir round.
he exclaimed:
" 'Well, of all the nerve I've ever run
across, this takes the cake. Those
Boches are using that road
acnln. Blind my eves, this time It In a
whole brigade of them, transports and
all. What a pretty target for our
'4.5's.'
The beggars know that we
won't fire. A d
d shame. I call It.
Oh, Just for a chance to turn D 238
loose on them.'
"I was trembling with excitement
From repeated stolen glances at the
captain s range chart, that road with
its range was burned into my mind.
"Over the wire I tanned. '!" 23S her
tery, Target 17, Range 0000, 3 degrees
su minutes, leit salvo, fire.' Cassell
O. K.'d my message, and with the re
ceiver pressed against my ear, I wait
ed and listened. In a couple of minutes very faintly over the wire came
the voice of our battery commander
Issuing the order: D 238 battery,
Salvo I Fire I'
"Then a roar through the receiver
as tne lour guns belched forth, a
screaming and whistling overhead, and
the shells were on their way.
"The contain lunined as if he won
shot, and let out a great big expressive
n, and eagerly turned his glasses
d
In the direction of the German road.
I also strained my eyes watching that
target. Four black clouds of dust rose
up right In the middle of the German
column.
Four direct hits another
record for D 238.
"The shells keDt on whlstll
head, and I had counted twenty-fou- r
of them when the firing suddenly
ceased. When the smoke and dust
clouds lifted the destruction on that
road was awful. Overturned II
and guns, wagons cmashed up, troops
neeing in all directions. The road and
roadside were snotted all ATPP with
little field gray dots, the toll of onr
guns.
"The captain, In his excitement, had
Biippea orr the sandbag, and was on
nis Knees in the mud. the glass still at
his eye. lie was muttering to himself
ana slapping his thigh with his dlsen
gaged hand. At every slnn a mt
round Juicy cuss word would escape
i rom ins ups followed by:
" 'Good I Fine I Marvelous Pretty
wora i uireet bits all
"Then he turned to me and shouted!
"'Wilson, what do yon think of It?
Did you ever see the like of It In your
Ufe? D
n fine work. I call It.'
"Pretty soon a look of wonder stole
oyer his face and he exclaimed :
"But who la b 1 car them tha

-

1

General's compliments to Captain
. He directs that officer and sig
naler report at the double to brigade
headquarters as soon as relieved. Relief now on the way.'
"In an undertone to me, 'Keep a
brass front. Wilson, and for God's
sake, stick.' I answered with, 'Rely on
me, mate,' but I was trembling all over.
I gave the general's message to the
captain, and started packing up.
"The relief arrived, and as we left
the post the captain said:
" 'Now for the fireworks, and I know
they'll be good and plenty.' They were,
"When we arrived at the gun pits
the battery commander, the sergeant
major and Cassell were waiting for us.
We fell In line and the funeral march
to brigade headquarters started.
"Arriving at headquarters the bat
tery commander was the first to be
Interviewed. This was behind closed
doors. From the roaring and explosions of Old Pepper It sounded as If
raw meat was being thrown to the
lions. Cassell, later, described It as
sounding like a bombing raid. In about
two minutes the officer reappeared,
The sweat was pouring from his fore-bead, and his face was the color of a
beet. He was speechless.
As he
passed the captain he Jerked his thumb
In the direction of the lion's den and
went out. Then the captain went in,
and the lions were once again fed.
The captain stayed about twenty min
utes and come out. I couldn't see his
face, but the droop In his shoulders
was enough. lie looked like a wet hen.
"The door of the general's room
opened and Old Pepper stood In the
doorway. With a roar he shouted:
Which one of you Is Cassell?
n me, get your heels together
when I speak I Come In here I'
"Cassell started to say, 'Yes sir,
"But Old Pepper roared, 'Shut up I'
"Cassell came out In five minutes.
lie said nothing, but as he passed me
he put his tongue into his cheek and
winked, then, turning to the closed
door, he stuck bis thumb to his nose
and left
"Then the sergeant major's turn
came, lie didn't come out our way,
Judging by the roaring, Old Pepper
must have eaten him,
"When the door opened and the gen
eral beckoned to roe, my knees started
to play 'Home, Sweet Home' against
each other.
"My Interview was very short,
"Old Pepper glared at me when I
entered, and then let loose.
" 'Of course you don't know anything
about It. You re Just like the rest
Ought to have a nursing bottle around
your neck and a nipple in your teeth,
Soldiers by gad, you turn my stomach to look at you. Win this war,
when England sends out such samples
as I have In my brigade! Not likely
Now, sir, tell me what yon don't know
about this affair. Speak up, out with
CHINA LOSING

Don't be gaping at me like a fish.
Spit it out'
"I stammered, "Sir, i snow ausuiuie-ly nothing.'
"That's easy to see,- ne roarea;
that stupid face tells me that Shut
up. Get out; but I think yon are a
d liar Just the same, uaca. to
your battery.'
"I saluted and maae my exit.
"That night the captain sent for us.
With fear and trembling we went to
his dugout He was alone. After sa
luting we stood at attention in rront
of him and waited. His say was short
" 'Don't you two ever get It Into yonr
heads that Morse Is a dead language.
I've known It for years. The two of
you had better get rid of that nervous
habit of tapping transmitters; Its dangerous. That's oil.'
"We saluted, and were Just going out
the door of the dugout when the cap
tain called up back and said:
"'Smoke Goldflakes? Yes? Well,
there are two tins of them on my table.
Go back to the battery, and keep your
tongues between your teeth. Under
stand T
"We understood.
"For five weeks afterwards our bat
tery did nothing but extra fatigues.
We were satisfied and so were tha
men. It was worth It to put one over
on Old Pepper, to say nothing of tha
Injury caused to Fritz' feelings."
When Wilson had finished his atory
I looked up and the dugout was
Jammed. An artillery captoln and two
officers had also entered and stayed
for the finish. Wilson spat out an
enormous quid of tobacco, looked up,
sow the captain, and got as red as a
carnation.
The captain smiled and
left Wilson whispered to me:
"Bllme me, Yank, I see where I click
for crucifixion. That captain is the
same one that chucked us Goldflakes
In his dugout and here I have been
'chucking me weight about In hla
hearing.' "
Wilson never clicked his crucifixion.

It

TRADE IN TEA

General Opinion That Sclentlflo Cultivation of the Plant Has Been
Begun Too Late.
China's tea trade Is not keeping pace
with the world's consumption of tea.
e
Scientific cultivation Instead of
methods and the use of machinery are being used In the effort to
regain the lost commercial ground.
The ministry of agriculture has established a model farm, and the first tea
grown on It was sent to market this
year. It Is said to have been of good
quality, but no details are yet available of the equipment and methods
employed. Foreign tea men seem to
have little faith In the results of this
attempted reform and consider ft unlikely that Chinese teas will ever regain the leading place In the markets
of the world. It Is said that Chinese
teas have less tannin than other teas,
and that the finer grades are unsurpassed In delicacy of flavor; but the
average tea drinker seems to find the
teas of India and Ceylon satisfactory.
old-tim-

Tommy's Curious Calling.
The British Tommy has always been
famous for the brilliance of his
powers of romance, If askeO questions
be did not want to answer by people who bad no right to know. The
latest Illustration Is afforded by a
repatriated soldier of a Welsh regiment, ne had been a prisoner in the
enmp at Gutrow, where the German
authorities, with a view to securing
skilled labor, were anxious to learn
the occupation of the prisoners. But
surely never before were there such
callings a treacle bender, watchmakers' striker, a milestone Inspector. The
Germana gava tt UD.

Empey tells of a narrow
in the next installment
(TO BE CONTINUED.

JOKE

ON

SCHOOL

VISITOR

Fortunately Hamilton Mabla Was Well
Able to Appreciate Unconscious
Humor of the Children.
The late Hamilton W. Mable, tha
American essayist, was
one of those genial men who enjoyed
a Joke on themselves. Illustrating this
phase of Mr. Mable's character, tt la
told that when he was a student Mr.
Mable. made an address In which ha
told this story:
He bad visited a school In Philadelphia in which there was a dally fire-driThe teacher regularly asked the
students, "Children, what would you
do If fire were to break out In this
building?" The children all repeated
In chorus, "We would rise In our
places, step Into the aisle, and march
quietly out of the building." On the
morning when Mr. Mable visited tha
school, while he was sitting quietly oa
the platform, the teacher stepped before the pupils and said, "Children,
what would you say If I were to tell
yon that Mr. Mable Is to speak to you
this morning?" The children promptly replied In chorus, "We would rise
In our places, step Into the aisle, and
march quietly out of the building."

well-know- n

ll.

Malda Hill.
than a centnrv alnra
an English army fought In Italy, and
won the battle of Malda over tha
French. Napoleon had vowed to con
quer Sicily, and for that purpose tha
French pushed on Into Calabria, and
began to make extensive nrenaratlona.
But the English forces for the de
fense oi biciiy prepared to deal a blow
on the mainland.
A force of 6,000
men landed In the bay of St. Emphe-ml-a,
and the battalions of the French
fell before the bayonets of the British. Napoleon's hopes were shattered
at a stroke. But the
"
from Kllborn traveling Into London,
by way of the Edgward road, never suspects as he passes by Malda HUI and
Malda Vale, the origin of the name.
Christian Science Monitor.

It

Is now more

"daily-breader-

y;;

They Sure Would.
Homer V. Winn was talking before
the Indianapolis Advertisers'
club
about salesmanship, recently, and commented on the fact that salespeople
were too often unnatural.
"Even the merchant himself Is often
unnatural," the speaker said.
"He
does not act in his store as ha does at
home."
"And If some of them did," comment-

ed one of the women members of the
club, "they'd drive their last customer
away."
Advice to an Author.
The author who writes that he likes
"the man or woman crammed with
animal spirits, who isn't afraid to
make motions, to laugh out loud, to
run, to Jump, to climb, to make a lot
of noise," ought to trade flats with one
who lives under a pair who are rehearsing for an imitation animal
vaudeville stunt Seattle Post-Intalgencer.

--
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CLAYTON'S LEADING DRUG STOKE
Carrying a COMPLETE line of the famous

and Toilet Artielrs
Everything in the line of dm? Sundries.
Lorjjcst Soda Fountain in Hv'.'r.n

"

(

I

Get a Price for your Broom Corn
arc netting the highest market prices for the broom eorn and
other produce marketed Tor members of this society. Many
farmers are saving money by trading at the "Equity"

Ve

INVESTIGATE

son Diamond Disc sound reproducing machines in Clayton.
This in-- 1
strument is the favorite of music
lovers everywhere and is unquestionably the dean of all reproducing
It plays better when
instruments.
'Edison records are used and so a
'complete stock of these high-cla- ss
'records is carried at all times by
Most of the late
this niimiin ill
.popular and classic selections are
In stock, but if the record
j carried
'you happen to want is not on the
shelf. just i'tition it to either Mr.
Fischer or Mr. Davis and they will
'have tho record here for you in a
few days. Edison service is one of
I

The Farmers' Society of Equity, Ltd,
Manager.

S. E. Lane Land Company
REAL ESTATE

tho essential features at this store
They carry a full line of Edison
instruments ranging in price from
!$33 to $000.
Many of the largo cab
inet'machines have been placed in
Clayton homes, and upon investiga
tion you a nnu mai iney are me
happiest homes in the city,
In addition to carrying the Edison
machine this company also handles
tho Columbia instrument, which is
recognized as one of the best on the
A full line of Columbia
market.
records are also carried in stock
Like the Edison, those machines also
come in various styles and at var
ious prices,
The line of piaiit t and piano-pla- y
Co
ers carried by the Fischer-Dav- is
e.
Several standard and
is
well known makes aro parried in
stock and either of the members of
the firm will be glad to show them
to people interested.
There are very few homes in this
day which cannot boast of some sort
of musical instrument, and the Fischer-Davis
company has been largly
instrumental in making .this boast
especially true of Clayton and Union

t

Doing a general land business in

the Land of Plenty

j

Claytor?, New Mexico

Fresh Bakery Goods
Every article of Bakery Goods turned out at this shop is properly
blended with the weat flur substitutes that are necessary.
We ore members of the Food Administration.
TRY OUR BREADS AND PASTRY GOODS

MORALES BAKERY
NEW MEXICO

CLAYTON

!

lay ton, New Mexico-

COURTESY

-

FIRST HERE

OUR HIGHEST AIM is to make our friends
feel at home when they visit our store.
fRIENDI.lXESS, C( (CUTESY, QUALITY MER- '.II AMUSE
the platform upon which we have

up-to-d-

business institutions in the city. The
store is kept clean and neat at all
limes and it is a real pleasure to
visit the place whether you have any
intentions of immcdiatly buying a
The
musical instrument or not.
whole atmosplyre about the place
breathes music.
Music company
The Fiseher-hav- is
has the agency for the famous Edi-

Simon Herzstein Clothing Company

BANK

HONOR

State, bounty and City Depository
Open an account with
a Conservative Bank
and grow with us

Music stores like tln une provided
is Music Company
by the Fiseher-lia- v
in Clayton ore imt usunlly found in
places of this si.i. Mills store is
located in tjio new Ihmmund Ituild-iu- g,
on Chest nut sttvet and is one
of the most modern and

Simon Herzstein Clothing Company

W. L. SWAGERTIE,

"THE ROLL oí

THE TOWN

0 wens

EVERYTHING FOR 51 ENS' ,N YOLNG'mENS' WEAK
Now showing a full lino of summer
garments in lato styles and fabrics
The Hemic of II YRT SCHAFFNER & MARX Clothes
Lato showing of summer garments in our ladies "Rcady-lo-Wea- r.'

-

The STATE BANK of .COMMERCE

MUSIC STORE
A CREDIT TO

Rexal Remedies

W.anser &

-

established our substantial patronage.
rtEST

MODERN

FOR WOMEN

ROOM

AND CHILDREN

George H. Wade & Co.
CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

"CIRCLE FOUR BRAND"
SEEDS
Will produce crops in any kind of soil Highest market price
paid for bcaii3 and grain seed

Four States Seed Company
W. L. Franklin, Manager

Save on Your Laundry Work
Careful attention given to all classes of laundry work.
Every article is handled under the personal supervision of tho
'manager.
Special care is given delicate fabrics.
'Phone and the laundry wagon will rail

'

CLAYTON STEAM LAUNDRY
::

CLAYTON

::

::

::

::

::

NEW MEXICO

"Y1)U FURNISH THE GIRL AND

WE'LL FURNISH THE HOME."
line of
furniture and house furnishings.
Everything for the home at prices that arc right.
Y'lctrolas and Records

Complete

high-gra-

de

F. P. KILBÜRN
FURNITURE

Clayton, New Méx.

.

UNDERTAKING

high-grad-

Save on your Clothing

,

and pressing will not only savo
and lengthen tho life of your clthes, but will make them look like
::- ::
::
::
::
::
::
new at all times '
to
satisfactory.
guaranteed
is
be
shop
at
this
Work done
EXPERT TAILOR IX CHARGE
Modern methods of

dry-cleani- ng

Peoples' Cleaning & Pressing Shop
CLAYTON

::

::

::

::

::

NEW MEXICO

A New Health Within Reach of All
new health is within the rea.ch of all thru the new science of
Latest
Relief given in acute and chronic cases.
Chiropractic.
electrical devices in use. Consultaton free and investigation
invited.

A

Dr. Morietta Murphy
CHIROPRACTOR

NO

& OSTEOPATH

HOME

S

County homes.
Both Mr. Fischer and Mr. Davis
have, been in the music business for
a number of years and are thoroly
experienced in "this line of work.
They have been in Clayton for several years and are both recognized

Everything Electrical
We carry a Complete line of Electrical
Fixtures, including lamps, globes, labor
saving devices of all kinds.
Wiring dono under contract

J. H. ARMENTROUT
CLAYTON

NEW MEXICO

Don't Write: Use The TELEPHONE
You can save both TIME and MONEY
by transacting your business over the
"Long Distance."
Connections with
all cities on the Bell System.

as among the most progressive business men in the city.
MusDrop in at the Fischer-Dav- is
ic store and get acquainted with the
firm. You're going to buy an Edison,
a Columbia, or a piano some day.J
ana you u una exactly wnai you
want at tthe Fischer-Dav- is
store
i

COMPLETE

Clayton-Tejdin- e

Telephone

Co.

F. II. CLARK, Mgr.

WITHOUT

MUSIC

FULL LINE OF THE FAMOUS
EDISON DIAMOND DISC MACHINES

ND
MUSICAL
A

COLUMBIA

'

INSTRUMENTS

LATEST RECORDS FOR BOTH MACHINES
ALL KINDS OF MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

CLAYTON,

DAVIS MVSIC

HAMMOND

BUILDING

'

,Y

NEW MEXICO

THE CLAYTON NEW3
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HOW TO TELL VHEH VEGETABLES

--

ARE READY FOR USE ON TABLE
VC

'

'..JB

'

!r

P. & 0.
Vegetable

Like Theee, Grown In the Summer and Stored Until Needed, Vsfy
Winter Diet
i
i
r
nnni
Such vegetables as leaf lettuce, kale,
spinach, parsley, chard, turnip, mus-,tarI'IWM.IVL HEPOHT UNION
and any other used as a green or
salad may be gathered as soon as
C.OI NT Y ( IIAPTKn A. R. C.
large enough to pay for the gathering.
It Is an excellent plan to make a practice of thinning those crops and using
Tim following report of the
as greens or for
the
finnnclal
roiulition of the local
Other purposes. Chard must be used
rlittpler of tlie American Hed
while young as It soon passes Its best
Cross indicates that Die 11 nan
stage. Kale should be used while rel- rial affairK of the organization
atlvely young, as when young It Is of
much better quality than when allowed
ure in good hands and being
to become large. It Is a far better
carefully conducted. The replan to make frequent successive
port is submitted that the supplantlpgs of the foliage crops so as to
porters of the movement may
wire u bui';'.y oi lenuer, succulent
he
informed as to actual expengreens or salad nifi?rlal continually
of the funds they have
ditures
available.
if

V

ir--i

d,

plants-remove-

TWO-RO-

f
,

t

n

o jJ-í-

--
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X

X

:..V!

LISTER

W

WHEN YOU WANT THE BEST THAT CAN BE HAD OF ANY ARTICLE YOU GO TO TMOSE WHO KNOW THE MOST ABOUT MAKING
IT, AND TAKE PRIDE IN PRDUCING THE BEST, SO THAT IF YOU
WANT ANYTHING IX THE LINE OF TILLAGE IMPLEMENTS INSIST
THAT IT BEARTHE P. & O. TRADEMARK, THEY KNOW HOW TO
UUlfcD THEM AND NEVER PLACE A TOOL ON THE MARKET UNTIL
IT IS THOROUGHLY TESTED AND ARE ABSOLUTELY SURE OF ITS
ABILITY TO MAKE GOOD
WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF P. & O. IMPLEMENTS, INCLUDING
LISTER ILLUSTRATED ABOVE, WHICH
THE POPULAR TWO-ROIS A LABOR SAVING AS WELL AS A TIME SAVING TOOL, SO MUCH
NEEDED AT THI CRITICAL TIME WHEN EVERY FARMER IS URGED
TO INCRASE HIS ACREAGE. COME IN, LOOK IT OVER.
W

;

ISAACS

d

Globe artichokes are ready for use
as soon as the bnr Is formed and must
be gathered before the blossoms appear. Tho bur is the bud of the flower
and Is used Id ttoe same way as turnips
or kolil-rab- l.
Jerusalem artichokes arl used In toe
same way as potatoes. They are ready
for use In the autumn and may remain
In the ground until needed.
Asparagus Is ready for use as soon
as the young shoots are three or four
Inches long. If allowed to grow too
long the shoots will become tough and
woody.
Beans (snap) are ready for use as
soon as the bean Is about half formed.
In the strlngless varieties the pods
may be allowed to remain on the plant
a little longer than the other sorts, but
In every case they should be gathered
while young and tender. Lima beans
should be gathered as soon as the pods
are well filled out, but before the pods
begin to turn yellow. They should be
gathered while the beans themselve
still have a fresh, green appearance.
After the beans become white they
are past their prinfe.
Beets should bo used while youqg
and tender. The beets may be thinned
as soon as they are two or three Inches
tall and the ones that are removed can
be used in greens. The entire crop
should be used before they are more
than two Inches In diameter. Successive plantings at intervals of two
weeks are advisable so that a supply
of tender beets will always ,be available.
Brussels sprouts are ready for use
as soon as the heads are well formed
and begin to crowd each other.
Cabbage Is ready for use as soon as
the beads are well formed and well
blanched In the Interior.
Chinese cabbage Is ready for use as
sooa as well blanched,
Carrots may be used as soon as they
reach a size to justify pulling them.
Many gardeners follow the practice of
thinning the carrots and using those
removed as vegetables or In soups.
They may be grown as an
crop or as a lato crop following something else. Size Is not Important, but
yery large ones are Inclined to be
tough and pithy.
Cauliflower Is ready for use as soon
as the bleached beads are well filled
out with the masses of globular material which If allowed to devalop would
form seed. It Is Important that It bo
cut before the heads become old.
Celery U ready for use as soon as It
reaches a good size and Is blanched.
It may be used green for stews, soups,
etc. .
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R. W.
CLAYTON.

0. HEADQUARTERS

P. &

NEW MEXICO

contributed.

Receipts
May 1. Cash on hands..$10l6.1(
( 4i sli received during
233.95
month
TOTAL

!

$3C52.li

Expenditures
Postage, Stationery, ete. .$12.05
Phone, telegraph, cable 3.60
.Miscellaneous Expense ..4.88
Expense for .Military
rfi9.31
Relief Supplies
Membership clues paid
92.50
to Washington
$f82.37
Total
June 1, Balance Cash $29.7i
$3652.11
Total

Commissioners'

Report

KnIi
l ouatr i onsmiMMionrra,
20th.,

ke Board Of
ntn may

Adjournrd

Of

Thit
to

cf tuitlvt
JtrUt
thf uncirlainty
tait

tesli is designed

out ef

Tube-Shap- e

Perhaps you have noticed
that some inner tubes become creased or cut or
otherwise injured without any seeming cause.
Such troubles are due
nearly always to the fact
that inner tubes, with the
exception of Michelins, do
not fit properly when inflated inside their casings.

P. M.
The board met at 2 o'clock, present
of the ealri day, there belli
the Hon. T. J. ISdmoiulson, Chairman
H. U. Masrruder, member tndJuan J,
The followlriK claims against the
Road Fund were allowed and ordered
I.Diil'
Wooton and Mardls
IUÍ4.8Í
I). W. Moralrty
3 00
V. Botherton
M.
3.30
M.
Hester
J. L. Creawell
S.0
The Texas Company
It la nnw ordered that uouri QO now
adjourn until the nrst Monday in June.
T. J. EDMONDSON
Attest:
Chairman
JUAN. J. DURAN, Clerk.

VA '

Look at the photographs
reproduced below.
The
tube on the right is a Mich-elin, the only tube made
circular or
to
fit the casing perfectly and
naturally. The tube on the
left is typical of all other
makes. Both are inflated
to the same pressure,
Compare the two.
ring-shap-

ed

.

Y
111

If

I

Mtchelin Tubes are used by most motorists and endorsed by practically every tire dealer. They are
unsurpassed in quality and yet are reasonable in price.

"o

This tube is tvtncal
of all makes other
than Muheltn. Such
simply
tubes
are
straight
pieces of
tubing cemented at
the ends. Notice the
shape this tub takes

Collards may be used as soon as the
rosette of leaves which forms the head
Is developed and blanched.

Sweet corn should not be pulled until the ears are well filled out This
Is about the time the silk begins to
die. When the milk becomes doughy
the corn Is too old for tsbte use.
Cucumbers are ready for ose when
ever large enough, and before they
have begun to turn yellow.
Eggplants may bo used at any time
after the fruit Is large enough to justify picking. It should not be allowed
to remain on the bushes too long or
decay will set In,
Continued Next Week
His Note
New York's most valuable place of
amusement Is the Metrtolitan opera
bouse officially sated as wtirth ÍV
878,00a

ahen

K

g

m

Ell I
If Ia
Ml
l

This tube is a Mich'TLik
only tube
'" '
v
mad
like
vl
caswa thus insur-XI Ul
n9 Perfect fit, with- out destructive folds,
19 1
or.
wrinkles
thin
I MM
ring-shap-

inflated.

Both of
these tubes ore
inflated to the same
Pressure.

PIONEER AUTO CO., Clayton, New Mexico.
La
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PRESIDENT MAKES
APPEAL FOR THRIFT

Eclipsa Wood Windmill keeps your tank full of
-

"
c
proven this. Eclipse Milla
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Citizens Asked to Buy Only
(Special Information Service, United Elates Department of Agriculture.)

SAFEGUARDING
tVllaon

R. W. Isaacs, Clayton, N.M.

Helping the Heat and Milk Supply
CANNED

MEATS

Alae Atka Paepla for War
Saving Investment by

June

28.
4.

a

The Superiority of Our Mill Work
Is acknowledged even by our strongest competitors.
It holds ks place high in the opinion of our many
customers. Our large stock, and upright dealings
impress people favorably, and we respectfully solicit your business when you are in the market for
anything in our line. Permit us to quote you our
prices.

CLAYTON CONSTRUCTION CO.
CLAYTON,

:-

-:

--

NEW MEXICO.

:

ABSTRACTS A SPECIALTY

THE
CLAYTON ABSTRACT
COMPANY
INCORPORATED.

II

. XLiRVY,

Manager.

'Ti1

Phone 233.

CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

Washington, D.
To save materials and labor for necessary war purposes. President Wilson appealed to
Americans "to buy only those things
which are essential to the Individual
health and efficiency," and to volun-tee- r
on or before June 28, National
Thrift day, to Invest systematically In
War Savings and Thrift Stamps, or
other government securities.
"This war Is one of nations not of
armies," anld the president, "and all
of our 100,000.000 people must be
economically and Industrially adjusted
to war conditions If this notion Is to
play Its full part In the conflict
Pledge Is Sought.
"The problem before us Is not primarily a financial problem, but rather
a problem of Increased production of
war essentials and the saving of the
materials and the labor necessary for
the support and equipment of our
army and navy. Thoughtless expenditure of money for nonessentials uses
up the labor of men, the products of
the farm, mines, and factories, and
overburdens transportation,
all of
which must be used to the utmost and
at their best for war purposes.
"The great results which we seek
can be obtained only by the participation of young and old In a national
thrift movement. I therefore urge
that our people everywhere pledge
themselves, as suggested by the secretary of the treasury, to the practice of
thrift; to serve the government to
their utmost In Increasing production
In all fields necessary to the winning
ef the war; to conserve food and fuel
and useful materials of every kind ; to
devote their labor only to the most
necessary taska, and to buy only those
things which are essential to Individual health and efficiency.
"Buy Mora U. 8. Securities."
"The securities Issued by the treasury department are, so many of them,
within tha reach of every one that the
door of opportunity In this matter Is
wide open to all of us.
"I appeal to all who now own either
Liberty bonds or War Savings stamps
to continue to practice economy and
thrift and to appeal to all who do not
own government securities to do likewise and purchase them to the extent
of their means. The man who bays
government securities transfers the
purchasing power of his money to the
United States government until after
this war, and to that same degree does
not buy in competition with the gov-

ernment
"I earnestly appeal to every man,

We Are Not in Business for Our
Health, But to Save Your Soles
We are equipped with the very beat modern machinery for repair work on boot and ahoea, aad we do anon work while yon wait.
Ia theae time of expensive footwear It paye to bare yow old
boots and ahoea repaired, If the repairing ia done well and done In
tkne Bat If you wear them until they are paat redemption It la
better to buy a new pair.
Try ew method of repairing and be convinced of the fact that
"repaired la time eaves tha coat of a new pair of ahoea." We nae
the beat material we can get on the market.
W. It. TOLduEY, Manager.

woman and child to pledge themselves
on or before June 28 to save constantly and to buy as regularly as possible
the securities of the government
"The 28th of June ends this special
period of enlistment In the great volunteer army of production and saving
bere at home. May there be none
on that day."
FRANCE URGES POTATO BREAD
Food Dictator Tells How It Will 8ave
Cereals and Use Up Big Stock of
Tubers.
Paris. M. Boret the food dictator,
has written to all local authorities explaining why the food-caraystem Is
necessary, and urging their full cooperation. Finally his communication
d

says:
"I wish to call your attention to the

The Clayton Electric Boot & Shoe
Hospital
UZ3SS3

Importance of using potatoes In bread
making. Recent experiments have
shown that a paste of potatoes can be
used with good results In the proportion of as much as 20 per cent This
practice, besides being an Indispensable economy of cereals, will help use
up the great stocks of potatoes, so
great that the transportation actually
has become difficult"
HEALTH

ItsaBeneficialSign
for those who Want the beat
Lumber to take the hint from
our "shingle." You can save
a lot of money by buying here
and atlll be aura of the beat
qualities In hard and aoft
woods
fully aeaaoned and
free from knots, warplngs and
all Imperfections. Whether
4 you want It for indoor or out-- 1
door work you will set su- perlor Lumber from ua.
Bee Our Stock of Screen Doors.

STAR LUMBER COMPANY
A. B. M03TEITH, Manager.
CLATTOH.

NEW MEXICO.

OFFICER

MAKES

HIT

Ralees "Dimples" Instead of Scars
When He Vacclnatea Young
Ladles.
Spokane, Wash. City Health Officer
John B. Anderson Is grinning these
days over a recent bid he made to
fame.
Doctor Anderson has been making
punctures Instead of scratches when
he vscclnated folk, and as a result
has been raising "dimples" Instead of
scars on Spokane arms.
A local newspaper discovered It and
proclaimed him broadcast aa "the dimple maker," and now the doctor Is
smiling because pretty girls no longer
balk at being vaccinated, nor ask to
have It done in a place where it cant
be aeen.
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These Meat Producía Are Canned Under Unusual

ill.

War-Tim- e

.

:

;

.(

J

Precautions.

making fortnightly pilgrimages to the
dipping vats. There are 23.000 of
these vats In active operation-eno- ugh,
If the Huns were attempting
an invasion of America by way of the
gulf, to make a solid concrete barrier from New Orleans to Pensncola
Operating the vats are 1,505 federal,
and county employees enough
Summary of What War Has Done state
to place a guard every 330 feet along
for Benefit of Consumers of
that barrier; enough. If armed with
machine guns, to hold It against any
Animal Products.
ordinary attack.
That Is the United States army of
Invasion In tick territory, the army ot
DOWNFALL OF SLACKER CAN extermination of the cattle fever tick.
As a result of this year's campaign,
100,000 more square miles of territory
will be freed from the tick and an alGovernment Haa Refused to Tolerate most Incalculable quantity of meat
Use of Tin for Canning Air
and milk added to the national proDlelnfectanta Are
duction.
The campaign needs, of
course, the
of every perAlso Forbidden.
son who owns cattle In Infested terriWhile the various governmental tory. There are left only a very few
agenclea have always taken more than men who try to hold out against
methods.
ordinary percautlons to safeguard consumers against any evils that might
result from canned meats, contlngen-de- a
arising out of the present state
OUR BOY8 "OVER THERE."
of war have resulted In even more
perfect protection for soldiers and
In a very little while now there
civilian alike.
will be a million American boys
An old evil In the canning Industry
on the firing Une In France and
was what has recently been called the
Flanders.
"Blacker can." It was not able to
Already there are 'some milsurvive the state of war. The partly
lions of British and French boys
filled can, like other slackers, bad to
on that line boys who have
go. The mere bringing of cans up to
been there, some of them, for
the low
weight printed on
four years, offering their Uves
their labels Is no longer all that Is reIn defense of your home quite as
quired. The can must be filled. The
much as of their own, warding
war brought a shortage of tin and the
off the atrocities of the Boche
government refused to tolerate the
brutes from your loved ones,
use of tin for canning air.
though they have not been quite
Poleonoua Dlelnfectanta Forbidden.
able to ward them off from their
own mothers and sisters.
Extraordinary precautions are being
All of those hoys, ours and
taken also In other particulars. A reothers, will remain there, and the
cent regulatory announcement from
cry 'They shall not pass!" will
the bureau of animal Industry, United
be made good so long as the
States department of agriculture, forflow of American meats across
bids the keeping of such odorless poithe ocean Is ample and unintersons aa bichloride of mercury In packrupted.
ing houses and directs that hot water
The requirement of us at home
containing approximately 1 per cent
Is a very simple requirement.
of salsoda (sodium carbonate) shall
It does not limit us In any way
be used for disinfecting all Instruto a meatless diet It leaves us
ments.
large choice of very excellent
The bureau has supplied all stameats.
tions with special thermometers for
But It does demand that we
making temperature tests of meats,
eat less of beef, no canned beef,
and Inspectors are Instructed to closeand not too much of any meat
ly supervise the handling of all meats
that Is at all suitable for overand products of a kind prepared cusseas.
tomarily to be eaten without cooking
Of course, none of ua would
and which contain any muscle tissue.
deliberately fall to do that little
The Inspectora are Instructed also to
bit for the men who are sacrisee that all meats which are not renficing for us their treasure of
dered Into lard or tallow and which
youth and hope and love. Mo
are utilized for food purposes shall be
American worthy the name exsterilized by heating so that all poralts his belly above the sacred
tions of the meat are brought to a
things of home and country.
temperature of 170 degrees FahrenOnly some of us might be
heit and maintained at this temperathoughtless.
ture for not less than 80 minutes.
Therefore take thought.
Different Cooking Methods.
The bureau of animal Industry does
not specify the cooking necessary to
Insure that all parts ot the meat are
Watch Stock for Fly Injury.
heated to the minimum temperature.
To prevent fly pests of live stock
That was regarded as impracticable from causing serious Injury, the stock
on account of the fact that different should be carefully watched and when
methods of cooking are used In differ- the presence of maggots Is discovered
ent packing establishments for vari- In wounds or In soiled wool, approprious weights of products. The Inspec- ate remedy should be applied. Chlorotors are Instructed to apply good Judg- form Is the best remedy to kill magment to each Individual case, to make gots In wounds. As the wound la
the necessary test to determine the cleansed some effective fly repellent
facts and to be guided accordingly.
such as pine tar should be smeared
over the wound and about Its edges.
Making Meat by Dipping Ticks.
In the campaign to "help the naThe pigs should be castrated before
tion's meat and milk supply," a million they get so old, fat or large that they
and a quarter bead of cattle In 275 suffer a severe setback from the operacounties of the Southern states are tion.

RULES MADE FOR

PACKING HOUSES

on

net-conte-

THE CLAYTON NEWS.
'

The VILLAGE CRIER COLUMN

A Column of OPPORTUNITIES for Every News Reader
Rate: One Cent per Word per Issue
FOR SALE One National Cash register. It. E. Wherritt.

TYTEWIUTLR RIBROJVS ,"Klcan-Writmanufactured for this climate. Guaranteed. $1.00 each, for
any machine. News Office.
o"

Official Paper of
Count? of Tnlon

Taper of
I.nnd Office

Official
V. 8.

OWNF.K and EDITOR

FAIl SALE Three White Holland SACRIFICE IS .NEEDED TO
FINANCE THE WAR
Turkey?, cheap. I . O. Rox 500.
Everett mahogany piano. Tine tone, in fine condition.
Address Mrs. C. 1'. Suthers, Clayton.
232123
A bargain at $250.
FOR SALE

STRAYED OR STOLEN One sorrel
horse, D years old, weight about
1100 pounds, in good condition, with
brand "connected ST" on left thigh.
?10 reward. Notify J. T. Newton,

Gladstone,

23rG

N. M,

HESl'RESS Your cousin,
Dick Ilespress, is looking for you,
who left North Carolina years ago.
Address Box 380, Stalesboro, Ga. 23
HENRY

hull dug.
Lost Whit.'
rollar,
lied ears and tail.
answers tu name "Lady"', H.'wi'cl for
return to News office.
clip-Weari- ng

FEATHERWEIGHT HOND A thin
cockle finished typewriter paper.
Legal size. Five hundred sheets in
convenient cabinet, 2.00. New?.
investors-W- ar

To thrifty

FOR SALE

Savings Stamps at any post

office in Union County and many of
the belter stores. Help your government by starling a "thrift card."

Week by week, from now on until
the end of the war, tho people of
America must purchase War Savings and Thrift Stamps in a systematic manner, according to an editorial in the American Artisan and
Hardware Dealer.
They must lend to their government a certain proportion of their
salaries or other incomes.
They must begin to make real
sacrifices.
It has been told, over and over,
what a good investment these war;
savings and thrift stamps arc and
what fine returns they bring upon
the money invested, and bow the
investors arc benefiting themselves
as well as the Government.
This is all true, and more than
true.
Rut even if it were not true, what
of it?
We must win lliis war.
We n.uist give everything we have,
if necessary, to win this war.
Recausc if we do not win it, our
money, .our home
our honor, our
very lives will In at the mercy of
a ruthless invader.
This war must he won.
We must win it.
We. who remain at home would
he deserving of no especial credit
if we lived upon Ileitis and roots
dug from tin' fields and gave not
loaned all we had to se.

IMRSE FOR RENT
.New live I'oom house for renl.
See J. A. Meüuiie al l!ie l'oweü Car-- a won.
FIVE

ROOM

2i.

'.

Anrri an men

a;

g!

A.

COLT FOR SALE
ioo.l

At

a

MICrCE SAYS

WHICH. BEING AN APOLOGY,
THE READER MAY SKIP

9 5O0NJ

AMML

ANKN i BUT ONE.

"TG.UN
IrA TViE-

-

stan." rue eoss sans
--

that's

wsottt

"rau-rv-

thmh poetry
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W.VYl ED Every reader of this paper to find out by actual experience that advertising in these- columns pays. We guarantee results.

FOR SALE Incubators, Implements,
It isn't often The News apologizes.
household furniture and anything
Yet an apology is due either Mr. salable can be sold with an ad in
T. R. Hownes, or our readers, we these columns.
have not decided which.
It is an apology for our lack of
that sense which, for want of a
ANNOUNCEMENT
better name is termed "mind reading"' We are not mind readers. If
Dr. L. B. MASSEY
we were, maybe, we could tell just
paChiropractor, lias Opened on
where our next order of print
per was coming from, and whether
Office in the Love BIdg. on
Main SL, Clayton, N. JL He
the price would be trebled or only
will JIake a Specialty of Cro-ndoubled.
But there arc other conDiseases.
veniences of mind reading, too.
If we had been mind readers wo
would have- known that Tommy
Dow nes intended to give more than
twenty-fiv- e
cents to the Red Cross
WALTER T. TRAVIS'
during the recent drive. That amount, however, was all that appearPHYSICIAN
ed on the list for the first five
day:-Had we been gifted with
CLAYTON, X. M.
Phone 22'J
second sight, we could of course,
have foreseen that Dovvnes would
contribute five dollars on th:' -- ith..
the .lav after our list was made up.
and foreseen that scarcely would
Blue
Frank
the News he in circulation, not over
an hour, at least, than would the
big hearted 'Tommy give five dollars
TTORNEY AND
to tiie fund. Our lack of the mind
reading ability is deeply regretted.
d
isue of May 25th.. in which we
CLAYTON,
NEW MEXICO
apologize
humbly
most
we
for
Te: lejihone Exchanne BIdg.
hat lack, and assure our readers
that we will use every means in
our power to aniuir.' it as soon as
.

0.

COMMANDS TANK BRITTANIA

slat-An-

I

possible.
Mr. Jhiwnes has asked that we do
I i
in justice thru the columns of the
We are glad to d'j so. and
News.
In correct our horrible error in the
of May 25! h., in which we stated that Tommy liownes gave twenty
live cents.
Tomit:y h.r.vnes, unmarried, with
no generally known dependents, a
land and town property owner, one
of Clayton's most well-to-d- o
young
men. physically fit to serve in al
most any branch oí the service but
lightly over draft age, gave the
nt
sum of SI 0.25 to the Second
Ited Cross War Fund.
We make this apology that our
readers may not be misinformed and
that Mr. lownes may be done justice, as he requested.
We hope the
apology w ill be accepted in the same
spirit of fairness in which it is

-

lives to win.
And Uloll US devolví

I'luil-inouth- eil

,v.i

'

I

0R SALE
OTTO-JOHNSO-

!

1

MERCANTILE CO.
DISTRIBUTORS

N

ic

tendered.
MORE WHEAT
AND MORE!

AND

Got

.V
("apt. Kn iKird Ilalg, who commanded
the I'.ritish tank Rrlttania In the battle
of the Soinme nnd who, Is In charge oí

the monster In tills country, where It
Is being used in recruiting nnd war-fun- d

un-glaz- cd

Has Your

Expired?

CHICHESTER SPILLS
BRAND

DIAMOND

campaigns.

Beware Enemy Propaganda.
"It wasn't guns that defeuted Russia. It wns propaganda. It- was
that defeated Italy. If we are
defeated It will not be guns that will
defeat us, hut It will be propaganda.
If our poets ore'nlreody belng'Mlenced
one by one, that I a bad sign. America
needs her poets today as Fhe has never
needed them durlnir, the ono hundred
and foi;ty years of her existence, to
combat the Insidious preachments that
Germany Is still spreading broadcast
amongst s."
This Is- not my own statement, but
Evldintly He Wi Not.
that of one of thi? most notable young
Jnines ii nd Jnliii were twins nnd Itv j tigers, Herman Ilngedorn. It Is so
cparaMe.' James, who was ralliel ; well expressed I do not know how to
Klckly, wii
'specially dependent upm: better It, and I can only sign my name
his ctr,iii;rer hrether nnd cried when and Bay "Amen." Vacliel Lindsay of
ever. Hie latter wns out of Ids
the Vigilantes.
One day John wolce early from tliell
d:iily nap find cimie i!nv nsti.irs. I.üter
when Jiiinev iiw.il: iu:d t'uiind liii.ii ll
d lustily. .1. II hi'Mi'd hill
alune, he
If you meed
nuil, 8tei;.ín;: to th.' I.drui.y, he
prop-'agnnd- :i

i

j
j

to"
ADIES
for
A.k Tr
DUMUnU J.KANÍJ PU.I.S la Km an.lA
I
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Lmt, Safest, Alwaya krllaMc

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
x

EVERYWHERE
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"What's

time:
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i.i.itl.'r,
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some come
in
see
US

'a pood one from

L. R. RALSTON
JEWELER
Correct Watch Repairing and
THE

.Next door
CLAYTON

to News'

Office
NEW MEX

MORE

i

1

B

mag-nilicie-

I

ullra-pal-riot-

20

-

.Mare

--

21--

ic

the task of
gov eriiineul with the
supplying
the
broke
hai
ied.
to work, Co.'t olie yea old. Iii'iuire funds necessary to provide e.iiip- 25 iiiieiil that will mal.e the sacriliee oi
A. I.. KaMiir ranch, i lavton.
lives as little as possible.
'There is a vast difference between
CVITi.E FOR SLE Twenty six the
partomaniac who
head of cows and heifers, II with boasts that, one American is good
calves by fid'', II. W. Howard, live for two (iermaus any day,. and the
miles west of 'asanionte, N. 1. 2Í r :,l patriot who knows that (lie
American doughboy is (lie hest tip lit
inu in, in in the world, but confines
IT RNISIIED ROOM
nihed room with bath for rent li:i jhis boasting (o his own heart and
2i(f jl sis for an army of (wo Americans
Phone
Madison Ave.
JERSEY COWS FOR S II. E -- Some of for every German that the chance
(hem fresh and others will be jof (lie doughboy coining back alive
and uninjured will be doubled.
'The patromaniac gives little but
FOR SALE Good work team for
sale after the first of May. Jesse his palaver: the real patriot gives
1!. Phillips,
mile east of town. 18tt and lends to his utmost.
'There has been, in the
circles, a great hullabaloo
M.,
See L. W. Kingdom, Clayton, N.
about what we have done and what
for quick farm loans.
w e have been asked to do.
vs ii we nail reaiiv sacriiiced any
VOIT i:VT LOSE Poder our re
itj"'n-sults or your money back plan
Many
pie believe that because
is impossible for you to lose by put(hey
bought
a bond, a thrift
have
ting an ad in this column. Exchange
stamp or two for their children, and
use
longer
no
you
have
which
that
given a little to the Red Cross, they
fcr for something you want. A swap
have done (heir full duty.
guaranteed. Ask the Newsman.
'They have not.
'They have not and it is to be
SECOND SHEETS The News has hoped
(hey never will.
shipment uf white
received
'The peoples of ltelgium, of Seronion skin paper, ordered bia, of
Armenia, of Polennd, of Ruespecially for attorneys and others mania those peoples
have done
desiring a thin durable sheet for their full duly.
carbon copies of legal forms, corresAnd when the
pondence or manifold work.. Five has suffered the American citizen
destruction of his
hundred sheets in cabinet, ? .50.
limine, the violation (if bis wife or
m col heart, the ravage of his lands,
and the enlav enient of his children,
Come in and as have those peoples, then he can
ll'at '10 lias sacrificed -- realy sac- reneu) it next
Subscription time you are roiceii toward mat wrncii will prevent further such sacrifices, not
in town
only on (he part of Americans, but
for the peoples of the world the
winning of the war.
tk

MRE

"THE NEWSMAN

dres-

chairs, dining room
and other household goods. In- -

Tjuire 224 Monroe St.

Edgar Sherman,

March, 3, 1970.

l'uriiitnre. Reds,

stoves,

sers,
sel

Entered In the Font Office at Clrjton,
Mexico, aa Second Clnaa mail matter, October 20, 1001), nnder the act of

.cw

G. C. Smith,

Three show cases,
FOR SAL
Apply Truth's Tarmaoy, Clayton.
1

'OR SALE

Save more WHEAT and more
AM) MORE!
.Necessity tightens ils grip.
What was sufficient for yesterday
is not enough for today. The long
drain on Uncle Sam's wheat bin lias
begun lo tell.
Today the wheat crisis abroad has
grown slill more acute. This is tho
fag end of the cereal supply the
last few months before the new harvest. The home supply of our Allies
is at its lowest. Their need for outside help is at its highest.
The Allies cannot hope to meet
the crisis on the Western front unless we assure them help in the food

crisis that threatens their rear guard
of bravo men, women and children
left behind to build ships, make munitions and prepare clothing for the
men at the front.

The Eager Life.
Whenever u process of life communicates an eagerness to Lira who Uves
It, there the life becomes genuinely
significant. .Sometimes the eagerness
is more knit up with tho motor activities, sometimes with tho perceptions,
sometimes with the Imagination, sometimes with rellectlve thought. Rut,
wherever It is found, there is the lest,
the tingle, tho excitement of reality;
and there is "Importance" la the only
real and' positivo sense in which importance ever anywhero cun be. William Jones.

Tho

'"ví

Blackly
fiMjf

Out of the inky storm clouds ha
y
comes, the
of all good
farmers. There Í3 nothing you
can do to stop him from reaping
his destructive harvest. Though
you cannot prevent such damage
you can protect yoursolf against
money loss by a
arch-enem-

Hail Insurance
Policy

of the Hartford Fire Inrarance Co.
At a very moderate cost you can
have your crops guaranteed by an
insurance company that for 105
years has cheerfully, fully and
promptly paid every just claim.

Union County Agency
IN

liUSIXESS TOR YOUR
PROTECTION
,

McFadden and Rlxey
CLAYTON
SEW

s

MEX

THE CLAYTON NEWS

SUMMER
COAL WILL

IS HERE.

WINTER

IS fOMINfi

BE SCARCE-TA- KE
THE ADVICE OF
GOVERNMENT AND BUY NOW

G.CG.

THE

Buy Swnstikn Coal If You Want the Ucst

WAR PRICES ARE BRINGING 'DRY' FARMERS OF UNION INTO THEIR OWN
w. s. s

would have been laughed at. One
cattleman, even as late as the middle nintics, was heard to remark
that you "couldn't raise a fuss" on
Union County land. Within recent
years, however, and with tho advent
and grain and other crops would of successful dry farming methods
grow and make peoplo prosperous this idea has changed and now Union

Not many ycarg jngo, less than
twenty in fact, the mere suggestion
that this section of Now Mexico
would ever devlop into an agricultural territory where fields of corn

PUBLIC
2'2

SALE

Miles Northwest of Amistad, N. M.

JUNE

SATURDAY,
MARY

F.

15

BRANDSTETTER,

Owner.
3L

ON EY TO

AN

County is nearly as famous fur her
agricultural districts as she is for her
stock raising.
While the agricultural resources
of the county are but slightly developed, enough work has been dune
within the last twelve years to show
conclusively that all of the crops
grown hi the middle west can be
grown just as successfully here.
The last few years have proven to
bo especially profitable to the dry
farmer, and last year many farmers
reported corn yields from 20 to CO
bushels per acre, wheat from 20 to 70
bushels, oats from 23 to 70, maize
from 23 to 00 and other staple crops
in proportion. Uroomcorn docs exceptionally well in some sections of
county, especially right around Clayton, and many farmers have made
considerable money in this crop.
Garden truck, turnips, melons and
cantaloupes do well in some sections
of the county.

quite a number of growers aro going
in for garden and seed beans. The
seed industry has experienced a remarkable growth within the last
year or so and growers who planted beans for the seed crop have made
good money within the past couple
of years.
There is but little rainfall during tho year and tho farmer Is forced
to do his farming along scientific
methods in order to make it a profitable business. Ilolalion of crops,
artificial means or increasing soil
fertility and some small degrco of
irrigation arc responsible in a largo
way for the success of the dry farmer in this territory. There is usually
sufficient snow in tho winter to keep
tho earth moist for winter wheat and
a large acreage of this crop is planted each year. During tho spring
months, tho growing season, there
is somo rainfall and with careful
handling and much hard work the
farmiT is abb' to get bis crops
through in line shape.
Agriculturalists anil farmers thro-olhe country are beginning to
realize that, tanning can lie made
a profitable industry in dry territory, providing they adopt the right
methods of handling the crops and,
of course, choose the right crops.
F.ach year see more land under cultivation in Union County, and it will
be but a few years until this section
of New Mexico js recognized as the
most important agricultural
in abe southwest.

It is only since the war, however,
that the dry lV.hrmer has come "into his own." Within the last couple
of years, since the world war created
a demand for staple food slulVs, dry
farmers have found that bean raising is a profitable business. leans
l'iow wills very l'ttle culti atiun and
very little moisture, and the market
is sdways go ut. Farmers in the Clay-io- n
diving haw fiouid that beans
lo well on this hind and i.:ai;y large
yi do's were reported la:í y ai'. While
it.":s impossible
in estimate the
u rup' that will be planted (o beans
i Union County this year,
it is safo
to 'say that beans will lie crown on
at b ast sixty thousand, ceres.
,,si
oí lh' e are the I'int Variety, altho

ut

1

OKLAHOMA FARM MORTGAGE CO.
MAKKS

LOANS ON NEW MEXICO IMPItOYED PHOPEHTY; EASY
TEHMS; O.1 1CK SEUYICE; NO DELAY.

Tin Inspector will call look over your fa nil. draw papers.' etc..
and thereby save you lime and expense. Writ" or call on
k. v. dodson, inspector
Clayton. New Mexico
Office with Clavton Abstract Co.

::

::

::

I'lmne

22:1

or

131

Take Care of Your Tires

ÍPP
sy
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w. s. s.
J. It. Chadwick, of Sedan.w as in
the city the fore part of tho week
and renewed his subscription to tho
popular paper.
Not the t:heaHst but tho Ucst car
in the world. Seo them at the
TIO-i:i- :it

ALTO i:o, Clayton, New Mex.
A. A. Kouri, one of tho leading local merchants is a new nienjber of
tho family, having joined for thrfio

years.

.Not (ho Cheapest but tho Dcst car
in tho world. Sco them at tho
II
AUTO CO, Clayton, New Mcx.
TIO-NEE-

llev.

V. F. Wills will receive tho
each week hereafter, starting
with this issue.
Three second hand FOI'.DS for salo
at the rifjht price. IMONKKU ALTO
.News

COMPANY, Clayton. New Mexico.
S. ). I'onick. of Tcxline, was in tho

fore part of the week to settle up
arrears and assure himself of an-

other years membership.
Not tlio Cheapest hut the Itest car
in the world. See them at (he
.UTO CO., Clayton, New Mix.
Charlie .Vil, who looks after our
mailing galleys, says that it will help
inunensly if subscribers changing
Itiiy n liabv Itouil
address will send alonv their old as
well as the new address.
Ucsitlcncc Struck by Lijh(nn
v. s. s.
Three second hand I'OUDS for sa!
'1 lie residence of
if. J. C. Kisner at the rih( price. IMONKMt AUK
.was struck by lightning during the COMPANY, Clayton, New Mexico.
'severe storm Tuesday evening. The
John C. Hallas, of llayilen, can;
family received a severe shock and in Tuescluy and insured himself ag
Were badly fl'i'-- b (e;ied, but the house ainst losing out on any of the coun
was unharmed.
ty news during the coming year.
Huy a IJaby Hond
Not the Cheapest hut the I5cst car
Not the Cheapest lull the Ucst car
in the world. See (hem at the
it
i:i t!ie world. See (hem at t!ic ll- .UTO CO.. Cla.ton. New Mex.
M:i:i( AUK) CO.. ( laton, New h'
(ieoigiv. Jones, of Amistad, is
a
new
member
of the family.
j
Miiiti; !' s I.I
tin. I'.iulilli .liKllciiil IliNlrU't ( iiiirt.
Three second band I'OUHS lor salo
li llhiit
.
I iiloii County,
nuil
l. at (he riijht
price. PIONKCH AUTO
Si. ;i;n)
Mi'.ry 1'. ItnniilMti'iicr.
aa
COMPANY,
Clajton,
New Mexico.
deviset' n
fiirui1
ifi'ciiMi'cl. riiiintilY
J. V. Melton, city, says that he
vs.
FfjrtiilciHiro
cannot get along without the News.
Tayh.r rrt'.slfy. (fcnuaiit.
I
anil hy virtue if a iloeree of
Three second hand TOKOS for salo
forrliiHurt? and order of Hale Issued out
of the District t'ourt of the KiKhth at (he riht price. PIONKF.lt AUTO
PIO-Ni:-

'

-

i

Hrand-KlflU--

r.

1

I

iicli--

liistrict

.ludlLlal

rf the Sate

of Now

.MexUo. wihln and fur I'nlon County,
mi the l!7th. day of March, 1 : 1 M. la the
aiiove entitled cause, which in a Butt
in forclosure of tnortiJraKe deed where-

in the above named plaintiff obtained
a Judgment and decree of foreclosure
at;ainHt the .'ihove named defendant for
Three Hundred and Ninety-tiv- e
the sum ofKifty-seven
and
Hundredths dollars ($;!'.(.". f7 ; w ith interest thereon at
the rato of In per cent per annum
from the date of said decree to tho
date of sale of the premises hereto
inafter
amounting
described
Kleven and Thirty-seve- n
Hundredths
dollars $11.37; the undersnned Sheriff of I'liioii County, New .Mexico, is
commanded to Bell at public auction In
the manner prescribed by law, all that
certain piece or parcel of real estate,
situate, lyintf and belnif in the County
of I'nlon. State of New .Mexico, more
particularly described as follows,
West half of North Kant ljuarter
(26) In
iVV'iNK'jl Sec. Twenty-si- x
Township Twenty 20 North of Hanne
Thirty-liv- e
15) Kast of tho New Mexico
I'rlncipal .Meridian, in said I'nlon
County New .Mexico, together with all
and singular the lands, tenements, hereditaments and appurtenances thereunto belouinK or in anywtsu
or stifllclent thereof to satisfy
Baid judgment, together with Interest,
and costM of this sale.
Wherefore l'ubllc notice is hereby
Riven that on the lath, day of July,
l'.ils, at tho hour of ten o'clock In the
forenoon, at the front door of the court
house In the Town of Clayton, County
of Union, State of New .Mexico, In
obedience to Bald decree of foreclosure
and order of sale, the undersigned Sheriff will sell the above described real
estate, or sufficient thereof to satisfy
said Judgment and costs of sale, to
the IrtKhest and best bidder In cauh
therefore.
Dated at Clayton, New Mexico, this
5th. day of June, 1911.
Itay Sutton,
Sheriff of I'nlon County, N. M.
A. James McDonald. Alty.
for i'lalntllT, Clayton, N. M.
June 2!i 'In.
June
MIIK i: I''U IM III.IC V1 Il
In he Dlnhlh Judicial DUtrlct f ount.
Within mili for I nlon I nun'.i V
No. 8Ü05
I'orflrlo nivera, l'lulntift,
vs
Divorce
Natilde M. do nivera, Defendant
Tho above named defendant Is hereby notitled that a suit has been tiled In
said Court by the plantiir,' l'orllrlo
wherein he asks for a decree of
absolute dvorce from the defendant, and
unless'
defendant enters or causes
that
to bo entered her appeáranco in mild
causo on or beforo the 20th, day of
July, 1U18, decree
and
Juditment by default by default therein will bo rendered lit a Inst her.
Dated at Clayton, New Mexico, Juno
3. 1!US.
SKAJj.
Junn J. Duran,
Clerk of the District Court
8
23
'18.
Juna
June
i
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rolled as a new member of the most
rapidly growing newspaper family
in the Southwest.
Three second hand FOKOS for solo
at tho rifjht price. PIONFFIt AUTO
COMPANY,
m
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in
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Telephone
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apper-taliiitl-

ill

wheiv you want

that next job of

Printing
s
You will get
work, and you will get
it when promised, for
first-clas-

having work done

when promised is one
of the rules of this office.

If you prefer, send the
ojder by mail or bring
it to the office in person.

a,

I.::m!Í!miI!ííiIHI;!Iíi.I:!,I',

Clayton. New .Mexico.
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COMPANY, Claylon, New .Mexico.
S. W. Sowers, of Vance, is en-
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Keeping Up With The

;

Vsco'
Tread

America's greatest need is for ships more ships.
Every available vessel is being utilized in government service. 9
Many ships that have been carrying rubber from
Sumatra and Brazil have been taken for active transport duty.
This will necessarily force a temporary curtailment
of tire production.
So, make the most of the tires you have.
Use good tires.
Take good care of them. Keep them in perfect repair. See that they are properly inflated.
Increase their mileage by careful driving. Keep out
of car tracks and away from bumps. Don't scrape
the curb or apply brakes too suddenly.
Get every mite your tires have in them.
Only in that way can you be assured of your car's
continuous service.

United States Tires
are Good Tires
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Let Us Show You
What We Can Do
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THE CLAYTON NEWS

HEWS TO DATE
IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
Of IMPORTANT EVENT!
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.

RECORD

Wnlirn

Newepapar Union Nawa Service.

ABOUT THE WAR
Germans give up attempt to oust
Americans from Cantlgny.
Germany's submarine raid on shipping off the American coast bai destroyed probably eleven vessels and
68 persons were lost.
Tbe transport sblp Leasowe Castle
has been sunk by aa enemy submarine
tbe British admiralty announced. One
were
hundred
and one persons
drowned.
Owing to the terrible casualties Inflicted upon it, the Prussian guards
division has been withdrawn by the
German high command from the buttle. Tbe German losses are becoming
heavier daily.
On the front between Solssons and
Chateau Thierry the Germans occupied Longpont, Corey, Faverolles and
Troesnes, but later were driven out
of these places by energetic French
counter attacks.
The aerial activity over the territory of the German advance is most
Intense and French airmen have
dropped many tons of bombs on enemy targets In addition to bringing
down nineteen German machines.
with
American troops
the French west of Chateau Thierry,
north of the Marne, the nearest and
most critical point to Paris reached
by the enemy,
have brilliantly
checked the onrushing Germans, beaten off repeated attacks and Inflicted
evere losses, adding to the glory of
American history.
From drives on wide fronts the German offensive In France has deteriorated Into Isolated attacks along the
area between Solssons and Chateau
Thierry and eastward on the Marne,
In the general direction of Rhelms.
Although In these attacks the enemy
is still using large effectives and great
numbers of guns, he is being held almost everywhere from further progress and on various sectors compelled
to assume the defensive against vicious blows delivered by the Americans, French and British troops.
The latest report received by the
Navy Department indicate that the following vessels were Bunk as a res alt
of enemy submarine activity off the
Atlantic coast: Schooner Edna, 325
tons; schooner Hattle Dunn, 436 tons;
tons;
Hauppauge,
1,600
schooner
schooner Edward H. Cole, 1,791 tons;
Schooner Isabel B. Wiley, 776 tons;
schooner Jacob M. Hankell, 1,778 tons;
steamship Wlnnleconne, 1,869 tons;
steamer Caroline, 5,039 tons; schooner Edward R. Balrd, Jr., 279 tons;
steamship Herbert L. Pratt, 7,200 tons,
raised and towed to port; steamship
Texel.

WESTERN

The contract for the Odd Fellows'
Old Folks' home at Eureka Lake, near
Manhattan, Ksb., has been awarded
on a bid of $133,000. The building will
contain 150 guest rooms and will be
completed before March 1, 1919.
Nelson Morris, millionaire rookie at
Camp Grant, was assigned to a supply
train. The former head of a Chicago
packing company will drive a motor
truck to the Atlantic coast and prob
ably will be sent overseas at onco.
Charles Warren Fairbanks, former
vice president of the United States,
died at his home In Indianapolis, Ind.,
June 4. Death was due to interstitial
nephritis, which has been a chronic
ailment with him, but not regarded
serious until recently. All members
of the former vice president's family,
except Major Illchard Fairbanks, who
is in France, were at his bedside.

WASHINGTON
The cotton crop wan In better con
dition May 25 than on that date In any
of the last ten years excepting in 1911
the year of record production, the D
partment of Agriculture announced In
Its first cotton report of the season.
AH those who were piissengers and
all the returning army officers and
men on the transport President Lln
coin were saved after she had been
torpedoed. This confines the loss of
life to the crew of the ship.
Rules for the enforcement of Prov
ost Marshal General Crowder's "work
or fight" regulations, call on ail citi
zens to report to the nearest local
draft board names of men within draft
age who are habitually Idle or who
are employed non productively.

FOREIGN
Aviator Carter Landrera Ovlngton of
Louisville, Ky and another aviator
were killed during the first day of the
present offensive.
Much damage was dono by a violent
explosion In a plant In which war ma
terials were being manufactured at
Baussens, in southern France.
Premier Clemenceau, after address
ing the Chamber of Deputies In Paris,
received a vote of confidence in tbe
government of 877 against 110.
Capt. Archie Roosevelt, who was
wounded in action in March, Is making excellent progress. His arm has
been removed from tbe sling and he
walks several miles dally.
Between the Alsne and Ourcq rivers
tbe Germans have captured Pernant,
and to the south of that village the
French have ceded a little terrain.
The discovery In Moscow and Petro- grad of a large counter revolutionary
plot which stretches throughout " the
whole of Russia, Is announced In a
Russian wireless message received In
London.
The Germans in Their reprisals
Paris on June 1 succeeded In passlnf
over populous districts of the city and
twenty-fou- r
persons were wounded by
their bombs, the Havas agency says.
Some damage was done to buildings.
Marcel de Mongoet, major In the
French army, was killed In action
near Solssons on May 27. He was a
son of Madame Alexandre Rlbot and
a stepson of the
Madame
Rlbot was formerly MIbü Mary Butch
of Chicago.
The Germans
in tbeirreprisals
against peasant disorders In the
Ukraine
drenched several villages
near Kiev with gas, according to a
Petrograd dispatch to the Dally Express. Thus, adds the message, whole
communities were asphyxiated.
Four persons were killed, six
wounded and many slightly injured when ten British machines attacked tbe open town of Karlsruhe,
according to the Wesen Zeltung of
Bremen. Two of the British airmen
were shot down, it is declared.
Twenty-eigh- t
aerial victories are
now credited to Lieut. Georges Mad-on- ,
the French aviator who early in
the war landed by mistake on Swiss
territory and was Interned, but made
his escape. The lieutenant recently
recovered from a long Illness and, returning to the front, began to wreak
havoc among the German aeroplanes.

seri-ouBl- y

SPORT
Ralph De Palma was the w inner of
the
Harkness handicap automobile race at Sheepsbead Bay speedway, New York.
J. L. K. Ross' Cudgel, ridden by
Lyke, won tbe sixth running of tha
Kentucky handicap at Douglas park at
Louisville by a length. The time was
2:03. The race was worth $12,000 to
the winner. The distance was one and
miles.
Miss Fannie Durack, holder of many
world's swimming records, and Miss
Mina Wylle, also a noted Australian
swimmer, arrived at San Francisco
from tbe antipodes, accompanied by
Miss Mary Durack, sister of the champion. Tbe swimmers expressed surprise, at news that an attempt had
been made since they left Australia
to prevent their competing In amateur
events in their scheduled tour of the
United States, and exhibited credentials signed by officials of the Amateurs' Swimming Union of Australia.
100-mll- e

one-fourt- h

GENERAL
The police department Issued an order that all display lights in New York
at night are forbidden until further
notice.
Thirty years ago at Lamar Texas
yearling steers were quoted at $5 a
head and
could bo bought
for $8.50.

Farmers throughout the southwest
are "planting up to the limit of their
ability to cultivate the ground and
take care of the crops after they are
in the ground."
Dr. Francis J. Fluno of Oakland,
Cal., was installed as president of the
First Church of Christ, Scientist, at
the annual meeting of the mother
church in Boston.
A
work day, with a minimum wage of $6 a day was the ultimate aim of the I. W. W. in the Western mining centers.
This was disclosed by government witnesses who
testified at the trial of the I. W. W.
leaders before Federal Judge Landls
In Chicago.
The Western Union Telegraph Company has declined to submit to the
jurisdiction of the national war labor board which sought to adjust the
differences between the company and
those of its employes who are members of the Commercial Telegraphers'
Union of America.
The report of the Belgian official
committee in London compliments the
British for their hospitality to Belgian
war refugees, of whom there are
about 70,000 still In the United Kingdom. Of these 60,000 are living In the
London area. Eighty per cent of all
the Belgians in Great Britain are employed, 0,000 being engaged In munition work.
two-hou-
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Pithy News Items

ALLIES CLOCK

New Mexico
1

Fat steers, ch. toTrimo.. 15 0017.0
15 01 0
Fat steer, good to choleo.
Fat steers, fair to good... 18.60ei5.0
ll.00dl4.JS
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, sood to cholo.. 11.00 11.5
10.00011.7
Cow. fir to sood
7.00 O J.60
Cow, common to fair
10.00dl6.09
Veal

COMING BVBMTI.
Cowboys' Reunion at Laa
Annual meeting Now Mealeo

October
GERMAN LOSSES HEAVY
Publlo Health Association.
Clayton Is to have a large troop of
Boy Scout.
PENETRATE ENEMY
AMERICANS
Socorro will build a new hotel that
IN PICARDY ANO
POSITIONS
will cost $50,000.
QERMANIS.
MANY
SLAY
Thirty-thre- e
work
are
at
prisoner!

en 8anU Fé streets.
Seven buildings at Emxy were

des-

troyed by fire.
The population of Deming hat doubled the past year.
A big deposit of potash has beea
found In Quay county.
Large turns from every community
swelled the Red Cross fund.
Grant county Is to spend $57,000 an
Socorro county $183,550 on roads.
Wm. E. Thwalts, a Grant county
cattleman, died In a hospital at Silver
City.
big "round up" will be held la
Magdalena some time the first part
of August
Santa Fe saloonman haa filed aa
action to enjoin the ( o'clock cloeinc
of saloons.
Misses Bertha Thomas and Alio
Morris of House captured aa American eagle.
daughter of J. B. Mar
The
row, of Dawson, hanged herself In a
trapese swing.
Over 8,000 head of eattle have been
shipped from Otero county during the
past two months.
Venus la the first town to receive
authority from the governor to organ
ise a home guard.
Fire, said to have originated from a
carelessly dropped cigarette, did $50,-00- 0
damage at Watrous.
Juan I. Trujlllo, of Logan, la the first
boy from Union county to be wounded
severely in battle la France.
Two more prisoners Manuel Aira
res and Ernest Copley have escaped
from the Deming road camp.
The government food department
wants all of the 191T crop of pinto
beans marketed by Jane 1.
A million-dolla- r
sale of Umber lands
la McKlnley and Valencia counUes
will be held at Los Lunas, Aug. C.
E. W. Brown was burned to a crisp
when lightning struck him and set his
auto on fire, when near bis ranch at
Carrizozo.
The second mysterious fire In three
days at Camp Cody did about $$00
damage at the 109th field signal battalion exchange.
The Colorado to Gulf highway la
Union county will be graded and put
shape for the tourists
In first-clas- s
during the summer.
Otero county is to have one of the
largest fruit crops In history this season, and steps are being taken to get
this fruit on the market
Fort Bayard, near Sliver City, will
toon have a new 170,000 hospital,
which will be a Red Cross military
sanatorium for tuberculosis patients.
The second largest fire In the history of Roswell occurred when the estire stock and buildings of tbe Roswell Lumber Company and two residences adjoining were wiped out by
lire.
Mrs. C. E. Delano, who lives north
of Clovla, was held under a SfiO
bond for remarks alleged to be derog
atory to the Red Cross, and becas
she claimed to be a friend of the
Kaiser.
The Increase In ralue of property
subject to taxation in New Mexico
has been over $28,000,000 In 1917 over
1916. The total valuation for 1917 Is
$368,502,026.
There Is a considerable demand for
houses In Kingston, erery little shack

being taken, but owing to the high
cost of materials no new building has
been attempted.
The estate of Mrs. Lulu L, Catron,
the late wife of John W. Catron, son
of former Senator Thomas B. Catron
of Santa Fé, has been appraised at
$505,000 and the Inheritance tax fixed
at $18,000 in California,
Charged with encouraging Anastaclo
Romero of Clovls to evade the draft,
Frank G. Blumleln, former captain In
the New Mexican National Guard, was
found guilty In the Federal Court at
Santa Fé of violating the espionage
act on two counts.
An Albuquerque dispatch states that
the church at the pueblo of Sandia,
built by Spanish padres, was looted
and two silver chalices of Spanish
workmanship were taken. The challóos were brought to Sandia $00 yean
ago by Franciscan fathers.
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6.00ffllO.S5-Stocker-

Good hogs

Moulln-sous-Touven-

Vlllers-Cotterets-

Mor-lancou- rt

Washington, June 6. Penetration of
enemy positions in Plcardy and Lorraine by American patrols which Inflicted losses upon tbe enemy In killed
and wounded was reported in General
Pershing's communique. IA the Woe-vr- e
artillery fighting has diminished.
Slavs Would Join In U. 8. Fight.
Washington. American Jugoslavs
pledged the Senate, foreign relations
committee to supply from 300,000 to
600,000 of their countrymen to the
army of the United States if this gov
ernment will enact legislation to abol
ish their status of enemy aliens.
200,000 MORE MEN.

as

8.00O11.0

Feeder, good to choice... 11.00 11.60
10.6011.75
Feeder, fair to sood
Feeder, common to fair...
good to choice... 11.00 18.6
8.60 10.6
Blockers, fair to good

With the French Army in France,
June 6. The enemy's entire pressure
appears now to have been turned upon
tbe western flank, where he is making
the greatest of efforts to straighten
out the bulge into his Unes occasioned
by tbe determined resistance of the
cJliea.
The point of bis most pronounced advance on the southern end
of tills bulge is' Troesnes, northeast
of Lfi Ferte Mllon, while the northern
point of tho bulge is At
northwest of Solssons. Between these two points the Germans
havo brought forward much of their
artillery, and local operations, In
which Infantry and machine gunners
are engaged, are almost Incessant.
North of the Alsne, as well as to the
southward, every attempt of tbe Germans In the last few days to make further progress has been frustrated aa
coon as It was begun.
Tho allies even have been able to
improve their positions at some points.
This was the case between Corey and
Longpont Thursday. Here the opposing lines run along the edge of tbe
,
into which
forest of
the Germans are trying to obtain an
entry. In the meanwhile the Germans
have aroaulted several times unsuccessfully.
From this vicinity they have been
bombarding La Ferte-Mllon- ,
but have
boea unable to break down the barrier of allied resistance and have been
subjected to very heavy losses.
Standing out In sharp contrast
against previous communications issued by the German war office, claiming caina by ftcte of arms or the falling back of the allies, Is the announcement made in Berlin Wednesday night.
"On tbe battlefront the situation Is unchanged," says the announcement.
The Germans are still suffering
heavy casualties in their unsuccessful
assaults.
The enemy, however, is carrying out
violent bombardments on various sectors. In tbe Amiens sector near
the Germans made an attempt to capture a British position, but
were repulsed, the British taking some
prisoners. Near Lens the British also
captured a number of Germans.
Unofficial reports credit the Russians with a victory over the Turks
and Germans In the Kars district of
Transcaucasia. The enemy Js reported
to be in retreat and massacring tho
populations.

Million
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Umhi, light (wooled).... $18. BOOl'O6
Umbi,
heavy (wooled)... 1. 00 IS.
I Am be (clipped)
14 60016.60
Ewe
15. 8516.7
(wooled)
Ewe

(clipped)

11.00

0 11.0

BAT AND GRAIN MARKET.
(F. O. B. Denver, Carload Price.)

liar. per Ton.
Buying-- Price
Colo, upland, per ton
$18.00010.09
Nebr. upland, per ton
17.0018.00

Prairie hay (new crop),
Colo, and Nebr., per ton. 18.00018.00
Timothy, per ton
S0.00 11 .0
18.0
Alfalfa, per ton
16.00
South Park, per ton
zO.OOU'll.OO
Gunnlion Valley, per ton.. 18.00 80.0
6.0
Straw, per ton
Grata.
Oat, Nebr., 100 lb.,
I6
buying
8.66
Colo., oat, bulk, buying
Corn chop. aack. aelllng
Corn In aack, aelllns
Uluten feed, sacked, selling
1.87
Bran, Colo., per 100 lba., aelllns. .. l.7

.

Flowr.

Hungarian patent. 8 lbs., sacked,
subject to discount
14.71
DRESSED

POULTRY.

Lea 10 per
commission.
Turkey, fancy d.cent
80
p
Turkey, old torn
24
Turkey, choice
10
Hen lb
Duck, young .
17

OSS
Í7
OS0

Hooater . .

Oil

g"

81
25

87

8S

IS

Live Pealtry.
(Price net F. O. B. Denver.)
Rooatera, lb
11
10
Turkey. 10 lb, or over. .". . .. .18 O 8
Hens
28 984
Duck
young-86 487
SO
Duckling, lb
Qeeae
88 084
Broilers, 118, lb
41

Egg.

Eggs, graded No. 1 net, F.
O. B., Denver
Egg, graded No. I net, F.
O. B., Denver
Egg, caae count, mlac
cases, less commission...!

.0

Jl
1.11

Batter.

Creameries, ex. lat grada, lb...
Creameriea, Id grade, lb
Procea
Packing stock
11

Fralt.

Apples, Colo, new fancy, box. 1.50

44
40
88
OSO

Ol.lt

Vegetables.
Beans, Navy, cwt.
11.00O14.00
10.00
Bean. Pinto, cwt.
Bean. Lima, lb.
ISO .1
Beet, Colo., cwt.
1.00
Carrot, cwt
1.00
Cauliflower, lb
11
10. .86
Onion, table, dos.
.26
Potatoes, cwt
76
1.86
Turnips, Colo., cwt.
1.869 1.60
BIDES AND PELTS.
.
Dry Hide.
Pound
Flint, butcher, lb.
18o
Flint, fallen, lb
8o
Flint, bull and stag, lb
lo
Flint, cull and glue, lb
16o
Bait hide, lb
10911a
one-hahide
Hon
to
price of green salt.
Salted, Catad Hide.
Gre
Over 40 lbs., lb
llOlto
Under 60 lb., lb
12lSo
Qlue hides and skins, lb..
10o
Bulls and stags, lb
9010a
Part cured lb
lo
lass
Oreen, lo lb. less than cared.
Dry Fllat Palta.
Wool palta, lb
420460
Short wool pelts
Butcher shearlings. No. 1, lb... 8740o
17a
No. 1 Murrain shearing,
10
Bucks, saddle and pieces lb....
at value.
Tallow aad Ureas.
Prim rendered tallow, lb... 8 10O .11
10$ .11
No. 1 tallow, lb
No. I tallow, lb
.08 0 .10
Brown and yellow tallow
grease, lb
0O .10
Calf and KlgV Greea Saltad.
Calfskin, saltad
.11
.280
f
KIP. lb- ISO .IT
Branded, lb
.18
Deacon, each
1.26 0 1.60
60
81unk. each
.75
Horee, No. 1, each
S.606.00
Horse, No. 1. each
4 6006.00
Glue and pony, each
1.608.00
Colt, each
60
.60
Greea Salted
Lamb and Sheep, each Pelt. .6001.50
Spring lamb, each
li& .it
Shearling, each
.100 .6
two-thir-

lf

MARKETS.

Price for Metala.
New York. Lead $7.12
Copper $28.1214.
9 Mo.
Silver
St. Louis. Spelter $7.2007-40- .
London. Bar silver, 48 d per ounce.
Boulder, Colo. Tungten
60 per cent, $22.0Ui22.60ooncentrate.
per unit.
Crude ore. 60 per cent, 822.00(3)26.00:
Ú

'"ew.

sotfiaToV

""""s "

New York Cat toa

York. Cotton

..IJ?W

P

Price.

July.

14.600

Crala la Mlaaeapolla.
lowI.17ie4a5Poi"55Mlnn--COrn-N-

-

ftaiVoi..1
Rye 81.78 1.76.
Barley
Bran

65c1.25.

0t"

128.86 O 89.26.

The BeMea Weo Market.

Boaton. Wool Sooured bails:
ní tw,,v montha,
1.76; fine, eight
.Territory Fin. tapie! $1.80 1.46.half- - .1-M- l
:
íi2?K. Vtmhn-combing,
81.4001.45: fin
J

British Destroyer Sunk In Collision.
London. The British destroyer St.
May was sunk in a collision May 31.
There wars no casualties

.

$14.1516.4

MISCELLANEOUS

Young
Americans Register for 8ervlce.
Washington. While a million young
Americans just turned 21 were registered June 6 for service In the war for
world freedom, orders went out from
tbe office of Provost Marshal General
Crowder to the governors of all states
except Arizona for tbe mobilization between June 24 and 28 of 200,000 more
registrants. This was in addition to
40,000 negro men requisitioned from
twenty states and brings the total
number of selective service men called
to the colors to 1,595,704, and when
they are in camp tbe nation's army
will number well over 2,000,000 men.
Under the new call Colorado will
send 1,600 and New Mexico 500 to
Camp Cody, N. M., and Wyoming
to Camp Lewis, Wash.
New Order Issued

reive

Bull

atara Newepaper Union Nawa Service.

MOBILIZE

J

Waatera Nawapaper Union Nawa Service.
DENVER MARKET.

IN
HUN8 STRIKE AT BULGE
LINE, WITH EFFORTS CENTERED AT 80I8SONS.

W atara Mewepaper Union New lervlee.
W atara N.w.p.p.r Union Nawa aerrlee,

Vegaa.

MARKET
QUOTATIONS

ROAD TO PARIS

Gathered From All Over

July

LATE

.iaSSí: i.V.'ot.V0'

,

TIIE CLAYTON NEWS
PKXnESfT

XOTKK OP

OF ACTION

In the Jwatlce'a Conrt, Preelaet Kn( One,
Mnte of Nfn Mnlco, County ot lalom
4J. O. GRANVILLE, Plaintiff,
,'
vs.
No.'
It. C. BUHO Defendant
To H. C liurd, Defendant:
You are hereby notified that a suit
you In
has been commenced against
the court of fit. W. Kingdom, Esq.,
unt
within
Peace
of
and
Ire
the
Jl'recinct No. 1, Union County, New Mex-for
ico, ly the above named plaintiff, the
asid plaintiff claiming l.n Indebtedness
.against you in the sum of $130.75, with
Interest and costs of suit, for and on
account of gpnds, wares andyoumerchanthe
dise soldi and delivered to your by
money
.said named plaintiff. That
and effects In the hands of C. K. Luthy,
I.ec Ulnsifow and "John" Coburn, the
name "John" being ficticious, the real
first name of said Coburn being; unknown to the plaintiff, has been
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in he6, abo-1918,
entitled cause on or by July
judgement by default will be rendered
against you and the money and
in the hunda of the above named
garnishees will be applied toward the
payment of said Judgement as provided
by law.
Witness my hand this 17th day of
I

d.

e

PÜRÍ
il U Jy) Ik

ski

1A

at Clayton, New Mexico, on the
iztn. nay ot July, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jerry Barton and J. O. Sholtx, all of
fice,

Seneca,

June t

L. W. KINGDOM,

Í

Justice of the Peace
l'ieclnct No. 1, Union
County, New Mexico.
Clayton,
Frank O. Blue, Attorney
New Mexico
for Plaintiff.
May 2b June la, 18.

Having Decided to Leave the Country I Will Offer at Public Auction at My
Ranch 22 1 -- 2 miles Southeast of Clayton, 4 miles North, I -- 2 miles
East of Sedan and 16 miles Southwest of Texline, Texas.
1

OP AIlMINISTnATHIX
In the Irobnte Court of Inlim County.
Stmte of New Mexico
In the matter of the estate of
Andrew P. Alderaon, Deceased.
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HBREBY GIVEN
that the underslKned was duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Andrew P. Alderson, deceased, by the
the ftth. day of May,
above court, on persons
having: claims
A. 1. 1918. All

SATURDAY, JUNE 15
.
.
The Following Described Property
,

I

NOTICE

against said estate are hereby notified
to present the same to the administrathe time prescribed by law
trix within
and all persons indebted to said estate
are hereby requested to make Immediate payment to the undersigned.
Signed: MAKY 8. ALDERSON,
Administratrix, Clayton, N. M.
Toombs and Taylor, Attorneys
for Administratrix.
May 25
June 8, '18.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
April 18, 1918.
Notice la hereby given that Albert
Parr, of Patterson, New Mexico, who,
on March 24th., 1915, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 019657, for SWU Seo.
17, and the 8E
Sec. 18, Township 25
N., Range 30 E. New Mexico Principal
Meridian, has Hied notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof to establish claim to the land above described
before Register and Receiver, United
States Land Office at Clayton, N. M., on
the 14th. day of June, 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thomas Parr, of Sofia, N. M., William
Wilkerson, W. F. Bernhardt and Guns
Bernhardt, all of Patterson, N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE
May 11: June 8, '18
Register

,

NOTICE

FOH PUBLICATION

LIVE STOCK
17

COWS' AM) CALVES.

D

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

1

NEW RANGE COOK STOVE
DINING TABLE.
ROCKING CHAIR.
FOLDING BED

LUNCH

WILL

BE SERVED

XT

,

4.

'

1

1

.

y"1

L.

BUGGY.
GEARS ONLY.
TRUCK.

2 WAGON'S.
LOW-WHEE-

RUNNING

L

n,

I

V.

,

KKITIlI.II'iTmv
V. S. Land
nayion, ivew fliexlco.
.22, 1918.

Department of tne Interior,

TWO-SECTIO-

1

February 13, 1918.
Notice Is herebv lIvpii tlint. ah HI- ected by tho Commissioner of the
neral Land Office, under provisI o os of Sec. 2455,
It. S., pursuant to the
plicstlon of Isabel Lane Baker, Fol-iNew Mexico,
No.
we.
Serial
... 020501,
. . i
-II nffor at
1.
1.
bidder, but at not less than M.60 per
ere, m HI o CIOCK A. M., Oil t 10 15ttl.
ay of July, 191, next, at this office,
lie following tract of land:
sSWV,. See. 29. MO i, S N t , Sec. 30,
uwiifllilp 82 N., Range 33 E., N. M. 1".
leridian.
The sale will not be kept open, but
111
be declared closed when
resent at the hour named have those
ceas-- d
bidding. The ........
person making the
III I,
I.I.I
..... .....
.... I I iu.,l..
i. .....J , J 1111111,1vil
il
tly pay to the Receiver the amount
thleteof.
Any persons claiming adversely the
ove described land are advised to
1. i
,1
III a thalf
...... stl.,.a
v,.. ui'jriiiuiip,
.iiiiii
oil or
before the time designated
for sale.
I A4
AL KKUK
D
."TrJ'y
Register
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION'

:

CASE LISTER.
- INCH JOHN DEERE PLOW.
12- - INCH MOLINE WALKING
PLOW.
HARROW.
McCOR.MICK ROW BINDER.

1

Register,

SPRING WAGON.
SETS DOUBLE HARNESS.
SETS SINGLE HARNESS.
SADDLE.
STOCK TANK.
2 250-USTAT CORN CRIBS,
ROLL RROOM CORN WIRE.
t 100-LDIGGERS, "ETC.
HOES. RAKES, POST-HOL- E
1 NEW WASHING MACHINE AND WRINGER
L.

U.

B.

TERMS OF SALE

wiih--

i

March
once i iiereoy given tnnt
Stat
of New Mexico has applied the
to select

unurr me provision or the Acts of
June 21. ISilS and June 20.
1910, and
aupi'ieiueniHry ami amendatory
,he
public
to- followl"K
'
lands,
'vYr
Serial No. r25Si'3.
List Nn. S22L
The NEVSWi;. SW'IBWU, Section
S. ToWllH hill 32 V
I in
u
l.
''
Mexico Principal Meridian.
1'rotestJ or Contests airnlnil nnv n
all such selections may be filed in this
office during the period of publication
or at any time
thereafter before ap- ijimm uuu
PAZ VALVERDE
June 8 July
'18.
Register.
,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
jince hi v lay ion, New Mexico.
May 23. 1918.
Notice is herebv
that Maiih
A. Pyle. of Clapham. New Mexico,
who,
on rebruary 20, 1915. made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. 019374, for the
Section 31, Township 23 N., Range S3
... v "
n i tvieriuian, nas
i"uu
filed notice
of intention to make Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
and Receiver, United States Land
Clayton, New Mexico, on the 9th.
dn of July, 1918.
vmiiiiniii(J. numen no witnesses:
Walter
Howard, of Clapham, N. M.
L. W. Kingdom, of Clayton, N. M., and
Albert Yake and Chester Yaks hmh
of Clapham, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDB
j"ny - July 6. MS
Register
uii-iiia-

BY LADIES' OF THE RED CROSS

Of-fic- e,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Inter! ir ".' J. Land
Office at Clayton, New léxico.
May 18, 1918.
Notice Is hereby given that Elfedo
Sajazar, of Moses, New Mexico,
who,
on May 22, 1916. made Homestead Entry, Serial No. 020129. for SK
Section
33, and HW
Section 34, Township 29
N., Range 36 E., New Mexico Principal
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
GOODYEAR &
to make Three Year Proof, fro establish
claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver, United
ico Principal Meridian, has filed notice States Land Office, nt Clayton, New
Mexico, on the 11th. day of July, 1918.
or intention to mane rnree near
Claimant names as witnesses:
o establish claim to the land above des
Jacobo Pacheco, Delfín Espinosa, Gra-bicribed, before Heitlster and Receiver,
Martinez, and Juan A. Arguello, all
United States Land Office at Clayton,
ATTENTION HOMESTEADERS
New Mexico, on the 19th. day of June, of Moses, New Mexico.
advertising
la tais
PAZ VALVERDE
All legal
1918.
Jiine 8 Jiily 6, '18
Register
Claimant names as witnesses:
paper la read ad corrected
O. Waller, Grover C. Walkup,
Newton
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ta copy. Read your notice
Floyd K. Webb and Aubrey A. Ham
mack, all of Sedan, New Mexico.
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
f latentloB to snako final proof,
PAZ VALVERDE
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
error la found, however
and If
Register,
May 18 June 1518.
May 9, 1918.
at once.
light, BoBfy
Notice is hereby given that Oscar
H. VcliMer. of Grnville. New Mexico,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
a í o, on April 29, i '.Ml, made Homestead
Entry, Serial No. H99I5, for EHSE
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Section
9, 8W. WV4SJ:
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Section 10,
urnce at ciayion, iNew juexico.
28 N., Range 33 hi., New MexTownship
S.
U.
Lan!
Department of the Interior,
Anrll 2S 1818.
ico Principal Meridian, has filed notice
Notice Is hereby given that William of
Intention to make Throe Year Proof,
I). Burgess, or tjiayton, ixew Aiexico
.
April 10, 1918.
to establish claim to the land above
Miillra ia herebv arlven that John L wlm nn Anrll 10. 1914. made Home
described,
before Register und ReceivM..
Oil
N.
WhO.
rtt
I'munuintfl.
Damsll
stead Entry, Serial No. 017730, for
United States Land Office at Clayton
March 27th. 1915, made Homestead En SftNlCty, HMiMW, NftSW. eeciion er,
on the 16th. day of July,
Mexico,
New
xwp,
umooo,
v,
,
try, Serial wo.
N ' v4
ior nytan
tl, 4; N..
rseciion d,
24, N., 24 KKkNKKi
ltaime 84 10. New Mexico Princi 1918.
8V4SEÍ4 Section 82, Township
names
as witnesses:
8H-NClaimant
3
4:
and
Range 81 E.. and Lots
pal Meridian, has filed notice of Inten
Gaines, Frank Wormsbaker, and
N., R. tion to mane 'rnree near
hi. Section 5, Township 23
io ra S. Joe
Oren ville, New Mex- ,
of
Renfro,
J.
all
Meridian,
Principal
31 E., New Mexico
tahllah claim to the land above descrlb ico, and E. W. Prlestcorn,
of Grand-viewhaa nieH notice nf intention to make
ed. before Charles I. Talbott. United
Mexico.
New
to
claim
at
Three Year Proof to establish
States Commissioner, at his office aay
PAZ VALVERDE
Deiore
Clayton, New Mexico, on tne zvtn.
the land above aescrioea
fi, 'IS
Register
June 8 July iiii,,iiaxii,iiiiiiiiiliiiasiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM--,i,i
Ister and Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at ot June 1918.
Clayton, New Mexico, on the 13th. day
Claimant names as witnesses:
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
FOR
R.
Sim
of June, 1918.
William A. Selvy, Warren
of the Interior, II. S. Land
mons, A. J. Means ana John M. means, Department Clayton,
Claimant names as witness"".
New Mexico.
office at
N. M., all of Clayton, New Mexico.
John R. Sanders, of Beenham,
9,
May
1918.
PAZ VALVERDE
Asa T. Carr, of Pasamonte, N. S.Mm, and
given
hereby
Is
Notice
that Carl JulHI
Knli
Funk.
Register
Clinton
lumo.
fnrhln
May 18 June 15'18.
j
ius Laubacn, of Seneca, New Mexico,
both ot Pennington, N. M.
1914,
26,
on
who,
Homestead
Nov.
made
VALVERDE
PAZ
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Hi! try. Serial No. 018910, fqr the EH.
Register
May 11: June 8, '18
Section It. Township 28 N.. Range 84
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land K., New Mexco Principal Meridian, has
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
filed notice of Intention to make Three
New Mexico.
Office
at Clayton,
... I I OR
IT.
lOIB
8.
Land
Interior,
Department of the
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
Guss land above described, before Register
Notice is hereby given that MexOffice at Clayton, New Mexico.
New
Receiver, United States Land OfPatterson,
and
April 23. 1918.
Bernhardt,
of
Harry ico, who, on December 12, 1912, made fice, at Clayton,
New Mexico, on th
that Mexico,
Mniira fa hnrnhv
New
no,
11th. day of July, 1918.
Showalter, of Clayton,
neriai , all uioaii
Homesteaa T Kniry,
n .1
MWU. ,
....
mirll.
Claimant namea aa witnesses:
i
j .j i .o
who, on September 28, 1914, made Home si v, i an
M i
for Hnotlnn 16. Townshio 25 N.. Ranee 30
Well F. McClary, of Grandvlew, N.
stead Entry, Serial Nq .018568,
wu.
Rantinn It. Townshio 27 N.. Rang E. New Mexico Principal Meridian, has M.. and Donald B. Reed, A. K. Hancock,
Meridian,
Principal
to mak Three and W. T. Bates, all of Seneca, N. M.
Mexico
,
.33 E. New
.,
. . i
' filed notice of Intention
t .....i.-- n , n m
PAZ VALVERDE
Year Proof, to establish claim to th
to
Register
'18
claim
year
June 8 July
proof, to establish
land above described, before Register
Three
Receiver, United states LAna orand
the land above aescrioea, uuiore
Land
on
PUBLICATION
NOTICK FOR
th
ne, at Clayton, New Mexico,
Ister and Receiver United State
Department of the Interior. U. 8. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico, on the üutn. aay ot june, ivis.
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Claimant namea aa witnesses:
18th. day of June, 1948.
May 9, 1918.
W lr Wllkitrsnn. J. H. Wlllev. W,
names as
Claimant
M Hlak. JOS- - F. Bernhardt
Notco is hereby given that Alvah D.
In. Arioma Williamwiiubm.
and B. C. Fromen, all
Buls, of Patterson, New Mexico, who,
eph Haire and Edgr Devro all of of Patterson, New Mexico.
on November 27, 1914, made Homestead
PAZ VALVERDE
Clayton, New Mexico.
Register, Entry, Serial No. 018916, for Hr0(4, Seo.
May 18 June 1518.
PAZ VALVERDE
Register.
19, Township 26 N., Range 31E., New
May 18 June 1518.
Mexco Principal Meridian, haa filed
NOTICE OF PROBATE
notice of Intention to make Three Year
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
to establish claim to the land
Proof,
Depaitment of the Interior, U. 8. Land la th Probata Court of Union County above described, before Register and
ornee at Clayton, new jeii:o.
Receiver,
United States Land Office at
New
Mexleoi
23' 1918.
April
Mexico, on th 11th. day
Nntir.a la herebv
that the Un Clayton New
.i
that Katnati dersigned,
i. v. Av,.i nl..n Mexico,
1918.
July,
duly
of
having
appointed
been
who,
S. Morris, of Moses, New
a witnesses:
names
josepn
Claimant
Administrator ot tne estate ot8th.
on December 10, 1914, made Homestead W.
day
A. A. McCrav. H. M. Livingston. 1.
S. Holland, deceased, th
Entry, Serial No. 018783. for BEV4NE14, of May. 1918. hereby give notice to A. Beecher and D. O. Calvert, all ot
Section 22: SV4NWK. SWNE1,
persons having claim against th Patterson, New Mexico.
WV48BÍÍ Section 2Í, Township all
PAZ VALVERDE
josepn w, o. jiouanu,
aid estate otpresent
29 NT Range 85 E New Mexico Principal deceased,
Register
same within th June 8 July 6. "18
to
v
nunuo
purlaw,
nitm
for the
Meriaian, nti
time prescribed by adjusted.
to establish pose
perto mak Three Year Proof,
PUBLICATION
NOTICE
an
me
having
All
FOR
of
described, be- sona Indebted to said estate are re- Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land
claim to th land above
United quested to mak Immediate payment
ornee at Clayton, New Mexico.
fore Register and Receiver,
v
May 9, 1918.
Míate una uince
i '"í""'! ív " to th undersigned.
Mexico, on th 18th. day of June, 1918.
JOHN H. KNOX
Notice is hereby given that William
1 IK I II l
1 iibiiici
P.
Muse, of Moses, New Mexico, who,
.
'
N.
Clapham,
Administrator.
on June 7, 1915, mad Homestead Entry
18: June 8, '1.
May
artd J. E. McMurtrey, all of Mose, New
Serial No. 02023. for E
Section 31,
Mexico, ana It. Q. Palmer, of Claytc".
Township 30 N., Rang 36 E., New Mex.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
,- Principal
8.
Land
New Mexico.
U.
Ico
Meridian,
Interior,
Department of th
haa filed notice
PAZ VALVERDB
of Intention to make Three Year Proof,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Reglb4
May It Juno 1618.
to establish claim to the land above
May , 1918.
la hereby given that Mr. El- described, before Register and Itc-leve- r,
Notice
.
Of Seneca. New Méx.. who.
United State Land Office, at
la
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
on May 13, 1912, made Homestead En- Clayton, New Mexico, on th 12th. day
Department of th Interior, U. 8. La!
014878 for BWU, Section of July, 1918.
No.
try, Serial
Oflc at Clayton, New Mexico.
Claimant name a witnesses:
April 23, 1918.
Henry Perkins, Walter Perkins. Geo.
I'rlncinal Meridian, ha filed
uIkii
Notice la hereby given that Ralph
I
Final
Five
to
mak
Hall
and Samuel Naranjo, all ot Moses,
Intention
of
notice
rvw
dcuhii,
miner, 20,
di 1915,
Proof,
to
to
claim
New
eatablsh
the
Mexico.
made Homestead Entry, , IiVaar
March
PAZ VALVERDB!
land above described, before Register
Serial No. 019641, for 3SB14 Section
OfLand
Land
Register
New Mex!Jun I July , 'II
Receiver. United State
Township SI N Range

MISS MYRTLE

N.-M-

l.

M

under, CASH: all sums over
All sums of
$15.00, six months' time with interest nt Ten percent FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT FOR CASH
ON ALL SUMS OVER FIFTEEN DOLLARS.

AUCTIONEERS,

I1

.--

$15.00 afTd

Department of the Interior, U. S, Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
April 10, 1918.
Notice is hereby given that Emmett
A. Murphy, of Mt. Dora, N. M., who, on
February 15, 1916, made Homestead
a,
Entry, Serial No. 021669, for the
,
SWKSEK. Section 12, and the
NEÍ4NWÍ4 Section 1J, Township 25 N.,
Range 31 E. New Mexico Principal
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention
to make Commutation Proof to establish claim to the land above described,
before Charles P. Talbott, United States
Commissioner, at his office at Clayton,
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
New Mexico, on the 14th. day of June,
1918.
'
as
names
witnesses:
Claimant
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
James E. Scott and Antonio Brynte,ornee at Clayton, new Mexico.
and Walter H. Murof Patterson,
ADril 10. 1918.
H.
Mt.
Dora,
Kllburn,
of
John
and
Notice Is hereby given that George
&hy
Mexico.
M. Ballou, of Guy, NT M., who, on NovPAZ VALVERDE
21, 1914, made Homestead Entry,n
ember
MIZ. Q a n.ln n
nUBlkA
May 11: June 8, '18
Register
Township' 30 N., Range 83 E, N. M. p!
Meridian i.as mea notice ot intention
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land to make Three Year Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, beOffice at Clayton, New Mexico.
fore Register and Receiver, U. 8. Land
April 9, 1918.
Mexico, on the
Notice is hereby given that Oeorge Office at Clayton, New
VXO.
UHjr Ul guilts,
M.,
N.
who,
Pasamonte,
W. Roberts, of
lllll
Claimant names as witnesses:
on' October 22, 1914, made Homestead
W. 8. Rouley, W. C. Holder, Burl CarEntry, Serial No., 01658, for WSW
Section 24, SEÍ4 and EttSW Section penter- and A. N. Felcth, all of Guy,
23, Township 24 N., Range 29, E., N. M. New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
Meridian, has filed notice of intenI.
Register
tion to make Three Year Proof, to es- May 11: June 8. '18
tablish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
NOTICES FOR PUBLICATION
U. 8. Land Office at Clayton, N. M., on
the 11th. day of June, 1918.
REPUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
of the Interior, U. S. Land
Fred Schlffner, John Carpenter, Harry Department Clayton,
New Mexico.
Office at
Howard and John Ivie, all of PasamonApril 17, 1918.
te, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given that Charlie
PAZ VALVERDE
May 11: June 8. '18
Register Norman Foster, of Clapham, N. M.,
who, on October 11, 1910 and October
9 1912, made Homestead Entries, Serial
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION
Nos. 012247 and 016140 for NEÍ48WÍ4,
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land WSW?4, BEÍ48WÍ4. SV4NWÍ4, SWl-- e
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
NE
Section 14 and NEÍ4NW 4 Bee.
April 10, 1918.
23,v Township 22 N.. Range 33 E. N. M.
J.
given
hereby
Is
Lino
Notice
that
P. Meridian, has filed notice of IntenMaei., of Barney, N. M., who, on March tion to make Three Year Proof to es26, 1915, made Homestead Entry, Sertablish claim to the land above desial No. 019672, for the South Half Sec. cribed,
before Register and Receiver,
22, Township 23 N., Range 32 E. N. M. United States Land Office at Clayton,
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- N. M. on tha 11th. day of June 1918.
tion to make Three Year Proof to esClaimant namea as witnesses:
tablish claim to tha lasd above describJohn Knox, Guy Nefiger, Albert
ed, before Register and Receiver, U. Yates
and Chester Yates, all of Clap-ha8. Land Office, at Clayton, N. M., on the
New Mexico.
any
oí
june, mis.
PAZ VALVERDE
iztn.
Register
Claimant names as witnesses:
May 11: June 8, '18
Juan J. Duran, of Clay torn N. M. and
Santiago Duran, Eufracio Garcia and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Candelario Archuletta, all of Barney,
new Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
Department of tho Interior, U. 8. Land
May 11: June 8. '18
Register
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
. May
1. 1918.
Vida
Notice Is hereby given that MexNOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
New
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land Viola McArthur, of Clayton,
ico, who, on October 22, 1914, made
ornee at eiayion, cw Mexico.
No. 018644,
Homestead Entry, 33,Serial
Anril 10. 1918.
Township 24 N.,
Notice la hereby given that Lucia for EÍ4 Section Mexico
MerPrincipal
New
Sanche, formerly Lucia Romero, of Range if E.filed
notice of Intention to
idian, has
N. M.,. who, on
Barney,
Alaren
iio,
..
.
.1
1 ..
L'
i
I
n,
XI
n
n
establish
to
, . i.. a . . . v. make Three Year Proof,
annuo llunicDiunii
. ).. jftJ
O . .K"" as
- I .. w- 1 -biiu
r 1r , XI'
na.ii..
A1AJ
claim to the land above described, beV
ft u . .JiJ
1 .J 1
3, Twp. fore Charles P. Talbott. United States
8W14SE1A
Section
and
tEU Range 82 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
i,mmiiinnr. at hla office at Clayton.
haa filed notice ef Intention to make New Mexico, on th 17th day of June
to
claim
Proof,
to
establish
Three Year
rialmknt names as witnesses:
the land above described, before RegW. F. Ham, W. R. Haynes. H. P.
and Receiver, United States Land
ister
Office, at Clayton, N. M., on the 13th Butt and J. A. McCune, all of Clayton,
'
New Mexico.
day ot June, 11.
PAS VALiVUlUItl Register.
Claimant names as wltnessea: Arch- May 18 Juna
'18.
IS.
Candelario
Sanche,
Alberto F.
uletta, C. A. Archuletta and Carlos 8.
Sanchei, all of Barney, N. M.
NOTICK FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE
May II: June 8, '18
r r . n Register
Department of the Interior. U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
NOTICE - FOR PUBLICATION
Department of rhe Interior. U. & Land
Notice Is hereby given that Joseph
Mexico.
Clayton.
New
Office at
W. Denrilngton. of Patterson, N. M..
April 10, 1918.
on April 26th, 1914, maa Home-lu- d
who,
P.
given
Claud
hereby
Is
that
Notice
Khtrv. Serial No. 17812. for SUU
Carr, of Clayton, NT M., who, on April
12, 1916, made Homestead Entry Serial Section 22, and 8WÜ Section 23, TownNo. 019910, for SV4SW hi. Section 5, Twp. ship 26 N., Range JOE., N. M. P. Merid-to
filed notice of Intention
24 N., Range 35 E. N. M. P. Merldan, haa ian, ha
filed notice of intention to make Three male three yecr I roof to establish
land abova described be
the
claim
io
to
the
claim
establish
to
Year Proof
fore Jerry W. Forbes, United State
Ittttd above described, before Register
Ofat ui oinc ai
Commissioner,
Land
State
and Receiver, United
New Mexico, on th 16th. day
fice ct Clayton, N. M., on tho 11th. day
or
June,
1918.
ot June,
name
witnesses:
Claimantiis.
witnesses:
names
y V?lalmant
VauT Laster. George Mamey, E. M.
and A. T. Atcbley, all of Patter
Chllcut and Bob Brundage, all of Clay- Oates
son, New
ton, New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE
PAZ VALVERDE
Registe
Register May Hi June t. '!
Kay II: Juno t, 'Id
SEV4-HW-

.,,,..,

11-

11EGISTERED WHITE-FACE- D
BULL, TIIHEE
VEAUS OLD.
1
YEARLING GRADED WHITE-FACEDULL.
!1
YEARLINGS
a YEARLING CALVES
1 RED BROOD SOW, WEIGHT ABOUT 350 LBS.
2 SIIOATS;
WEIGHT ABOUT 75 LBS.
30 PLYMOUTH ROCK HEN'S.
2 MARES, NINE YEARS OLD
1 YEARLING
MARE COLT
1 HORSE, NINE YEARS OLD
2 HORSES, TEN YEARS OLD.

1

it

--

J. I.

1

1

To-w-

-,

FARMING IMPLEMENTS

3 MILK COWS AND CALVES

1

.-

'If.

July.

NOUCK FOH PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT
ot
De pariment of the Interior. U. S. Land

ts

May. A. D. 1918.

New Mexco.
PAZ VALVERDE

OWNER

M'NEIL,

SOWERS

el

i

A

m

A

.

,

,

'

r

E-8-

Haa-anev-

r

THE CLAYTON NEWS
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TRAM PARAS "

nil

'Round About the
County

n Hi

rain and everybody feeling

A fine

happy.

Mr. Wm, Bcnowilz left Thursday
for Toledo, Ohio, where he will work
at his trade for n few months.
I'LAIXYIKW
1. T. Hoberts jiyrc based a fine big"
V
mule from E. S. Cantrell, this week.
Louis Gensberg has erected a wind
A line ruin in tliM ((immunity.
on his place. That's the 'dohe,
mill
our
Hui'ix'r iniult in J?I00 anil
we wi.-- li t" thank nil vlu were jires-rn- t, Louis.
Mrs. Perry Best, who has been
and t especially thank Mr. J.
receiving treatment at the Clayton
M. iMvis fT hi services n auctionnitininiiiiiiiUMMMtiinimiiniiiiiiiiJiiiiii'ninoiMHiMiiMUiiiiiaiimi

r

1.

hospital

eer.

is

reported greatly

iÉS

k

--

SSZs.
J mm

ranch.
Fred J. Hoelderle is still chief cook
a,nd bottle washer' at the Cantrell
ranch. This makes three weeks for

--

nJ

-

XTV

Wf

f

eAp

For Men Whose Time Is Money
man whose time is worth anything, a GRANT SIX
TO athenecessity.
The man who owns a handy, economical,

him.
C. L.

speedy Grant Six increases the effectiveness of his working
hours, has more time with his family and shows that he has a
'
just appreciation of his own importance.
Such a man will pick the GRANT Six because it combines a
moderate price with a high degree of dignity and creditable
appearance and because it offers so many advanced features
that make for dependable, continuous service.
In the GRANT Six you avoid unnecessary investment without
running into cheapness.
The enclosed models combine greatest
utility with
d
a degree of comfort and a suggestion of distinction not to be
obtained in any other car of comparable price.
Touring Car, $1095
Sedan, $1595
year-roun-

TIIIHTEEX .MOKE MEN OFF
FOR ARMY TRAINING CAMPS

Everyone is rejoicing over tho fine
Thirteen more Union County men
rains.
are in the National Army camps as
U. E. iHidson was out this week this article is written, having left
on business'.
for the camps last Sunday on the
Mr. Able Mclntire has returned to South bound C & S.
bis ranch.
Twenty two more will leave to
Harvey Showalter will make final morrow, June 9lh.
proof on bis place soon.
Those w ho left .last Sunday were:
Vane Henton and Mr. Blake made
Bruce Pointer, Robert E. Hamblen,
a trip to the Willma School District Ollie Teasdale, Daniel F. Hobbs,
this week to gel one of Mr. Hentons Henry Stanley Swan, Eli Pino, Wil
line milch cows.
s,
liam P. Welsel, Walter W.
Joe Adams has his farm in fine
Cecil It. Smith, Juan B.
shape.
Marrica Tafoya, Charles II.
The Wake family visited the Jac- Cresswell and VWlter It. Fisk.
Mrs. Jacobs
obs family Sunday.
The names of those to go tomor
has been sick ioy several weeks row were not made public.
but is now improving.
Everyone is glad to see Mr. George
Merilatt's smile again.
FOR THE INFORMATION OF
The Stewart Brothers have finishTHE PUBLIC THE LIST ÜF
ed "the work of building a line conCLAYTON STORES HANDLcrete tank on their place.
ING THRIFT STAMPS IS
We learn that Mr. 1'. O. Abernathy
GIVEN AS FOLLOWS:
is going back to Texas. The whole
Merct. Co.
community regrets the departure of
G. B. Holdsworth
this family, as the have proved such
Simon Herzstein
good friends and neighbors.
Hotel Eklund
Mrs. Carl Johnson, Mrs. Tannie
Four Stales Seed Co.
Smith and Miss Mae Jacobs collected
W. C. Barnhart
one hundred dollars as a committee
F. P. Kilburn-Claytoof the Hed Cross, during the week
Garago
Mr. Stewart took
of the drive.
Pioneer Garage
them about the community in his
George Wade and Co.
car.
Lon Cash
'A BUSY FAllMEll."
Fruth's Farmacy
M. G. Tixier
MOSQUERO
R. W. Isaacs
Mansker and Corith
It still stays dry; wheat and spring
Other stores will be added to
crops are suffering.
Ibis list as rapidly as they
join in the movement to sell
The Hed Cross meets every Wednesday.
Union County's allotment of
A horse belonging to Charles San
five thousand dollars worth of
ger was struck by lightning last
thrift and war saving stamps
Thursday.
Cleve Hanül and family left for
Ihiwson the Lst of the week.
IN CLAYTON'S CHURCHES
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. l'ullcr, Mrs.
Osborn, W. A. James and D. A. Clark
CHURCH OF CHRIST
made a business trip to Clayton last
W. F. Wills, Minister.
Monday, returning the same day.
Bible School, 10 o'clock, A. M.
Several of our boys leave for the
Services 11 o'clock A. M.
training camps June 10.
Christian Endeavor, 7 o'clock P. M
The small child of Mr. and Mrs.
Evening Service, 8 o'clock P. M
Arthur (lose, of near Salano, died
Subjects: Juno 9. Morning servico,
tho first of the week and was buri- "The Stand of a Christian"; evening
ed in the Salano cemetary. Tho be- service, "The Ways of Meting Sin."
reaved parents have the sympathy
Election of officers following the
of the entire community.
morning service,
Mrs. Fuller was delightfully surprised on her birthday, May 2i, when
FIRST M. E. CHURCH
a number of her friends, bringing
Rev. II. R. Milís, D. D Taslor
good cheer as well as good things Sunday School ..- 10 A.M.
to cat gathered at her home for n
Joseph Gill, Supt.
birthday suppii.se party.
11 A.M.
Morning Servico
"Old Subscriber." Evening Service
8 P.M.
l'lease, Old Subscriber, and all the Free Movies at each evening service
rest of our correspondents, write on "Come thou with us and we will do
one 6ide of the paper only Ed.
thee good."
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Fitzgerald is still at Clayton
taking treatment for his health.
The county Hoad Viewerr were
out looking over the propoed State
Highway this week, to see what had
to be done first. What has to be
done first is a plenty.
As Shorty has been batching lately thiswill be the last time he will
write unll he gets a square meal.
Torra Palmer is now working on
the Cantrell ranch.
Grover Wecklo has sown several
acres of spring wheat since the rain.i
Several people have been nflssing
calves, lately, and unless. liio calves
"Millie"
quit disappearing there must be an
investigation.
Too late for last week. Billie; try
"Sucker Flat Shorty"
mailing one day earlier. Ed.
CUIDEN VALLEY

..if' Nut,'

... -

improv-

111.
Mrs. Ton) Oiliorno lia recovered ed in lical
spent Sunday of a
Orvnl
Weckle
from lier illnes anl is alile to be
week ago, at home and left Monday
again.
about
Mpsm-9- .
lleaton. Noiller Itomin and for the training camp. Orval will
good soldier.
lturrow, acting as a soliciting com- make a
recovered from a
Boiiie
mittee for ttie It'-- Cross in this bad spellBlake has
and hired out
of
sickness
lied
the
tUe
during
wecliif
district
to
S.
summer
E.
Cantrell
for
the
4- $107. Ij as the
Cross drive,-secureNick Anshultz, who is with the
contribution
community
riainview
Amitad Mercantile Co., has been at
to the county quota.
work
for several days on a larger
been
lias
Komie,
who
Mrs. Artie
supply plant at the Cantrell
water
ill for some time, is able to be up

again.
Plainview auxiliary Med Cross still
has a good crowd in attendance at
the weekly meetings. The auxiliary
lias completed two sweaters, several
pairs of sox and over a dozen hospital garments.
Jolmie Jones, of the Cimarron, was
in tho I'lainview community during
the week receiving the yearlings
which had been contracted for him
by M. H. Burrow.
M. H. lturrow and Sam Simeral
bad a horse race at Clayton Saturday evening in which the little yellow horse of M. H. proved the better
animal.
Mr. and Mrs. Hill Burrow and Miss
Georgia Stone made a trip north of
Mexhoma, last Sunday.

y

Coupe, $1575
All

prices f. o. b. Cleveland

ELECTRIC GARAGE, Clayton, New Mexico.
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Better than metal.

J is fast taking the place of metal roofs, not only
because of the scarcity and high cost of metal, but because
Certain-te- e

-

V

Certain-tee- d.

Roofing

-

'r
fe

:

ir

is tufimor in every importan, roofing quality. Metal easily rusts and disintegrates from atmospheric gases.. Certain-Ut- d
cannot rust and its asphalt
base makes it practically immune to any form of corrosion.
Metal absorbs heat and transmits it to the interior of a building. Ctrta'm-ttt- d
insulates against heat and cold, and makes the building cooler in summer
and warmer in winter.
Metal must be painted frequently. Ctrta'm-Ut- d
gives years of weather- proof service practically without any upkeep expense.
Metal b noiiy la wind or itorm. Ctrtaia-tge- J
fully deadeni tound from mch iource

Metal lit not afely guaranteed. Ctrtain-u- d
it abiolutely guaranteed 5. 10 or IS yean.
according to Uudines. and actually give longer exvice than iu guarantee.
Metal ii a direct drain on military material
Ctrtaim-ttt- d
it made principally of wait
ng and asphalt material which hare noi.military ue whatever.
Ctriain-tt- d

ku proved

1U

efficiency and eonomy for avery kind of roofla

aerrtca- -f aetortea, warehouaoa, bótela, atoraa, farm building., outbuildings,
ctrtaiH-ut- a
ii more economical and more efficient in tervice
than metal or any otur type of roof. Ctrtaim-ttt- d
ii the best
quality of roll roofing it cotti no more to lay than ordinary roll
roofing and lasts much longer. Sold by dealers everywhere.
"
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WBfW.WMVU
of Amarice

Offica and WarabenM ia lb Principal Citi
Haaniactorara of
Qtrtain-ttt- d

Painti
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Varnish
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Roofing

FOR SALE BY

STAR LUMBER CO.

:

Clayton, NewMcx.

THE CLAYTON NEWS

SQUARE UP

S&) ORIGINAL

J

By Getting Your Farm Loan
FROM THE

F. B. COLLINS INVESTMENT CO.
Ii. E. REISER, Diet. Mgr. and Inspector.

BEST TERMS
BOOM 8 CHARLTON BUIIJHXQ.

.

t.:

CLAYTON, If. M.

FheBuildingSeason

Ílii

Tha Building Bniod la here, but before you build or make that addition to your Building See Ua for the Beet In Lumber and all Building Material. Our Stock la Complete.

Co.
T0J Lumber
New Mexico

The Big
Clayton oji

LET US FIGURE OX YOUR ESTIMATE AND SAVE
P 8.1 Bar Yon Bought Liberty Bond?

YOU MONEY.

TYPEWR

i.

Colorado Bond, featherweight In neat
box with folding flap lid, legal
alse, 600
$2.00
Cnglaced Onion Skin, white for second aheeta, in neat box with folding flap lid. legal size, 500
$1.60
"XLEAN-WRITE"
Rlbbona, the beat
i
made for thla climate, fresh atock,
)
guaranteed, Remington, Royal, Un- derwood, L. C. Smith, In atock,
prompt service on all other makes,
ach
$1.00
TCLEAN - WRITE" Carbon paper,
thin, lasting, best on the market,
ten cents a sheet In small quantities, per dozen sheets
f .75
"INVINCIBLE"
Pencil Carbon paper. For sales books, tracing patterns, etc. Small quantities, five
cents a sheet, per dozen
9 J50

At THE NEWS OFFICE
Look for The News Imprint

News Printed Is "Better Printed"

Have Your Abstracts
Made by

BondedAbstracters
We Are Liable for Our Mistakes. A Surety Bond Stands
Squarely Behind Every Abstract We Make. If We Do
Your Work You Can Not Lose

Clayton Agency
Bonded Abstracters

Clayton
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STATIONERY
and SUPPLIES

New Mexico

Read the "VILLAGE CRIER" Column

held the fort against
the dnrtng British general, St. T.eger,
and his hosts of Indian allies.
Jersey Man U Mistaken.
About 30 years ago n Mr. Haven
read a paper before the New .lersey
State Historical society, anil In It he
was reported as having read :
"From ndilltlonnl reports In circulation here, the first time thnt our national flag was used after the enactment concerning It by congress was
by Gen. George Washington. In the
hurried and crltlcol stand made by him
on the banks of th Assnnpink, when
he repulsed Cnrnwnllls, January 2,
1777.
As this conflict was the turning point. In connection with what succeeded at Princeton, of the struggle
for Independence, does not this signal baptism of the Stars and Stripes,
with the hope and confidence regenerated by It. seem providential?"
This sounds good and reads equally
well but the cold, stubborn facts declare It absolutely wrong. The repelling of the British was, as he states,
January 2. 1777; but our flag was not
created or adopted by the continental
congress until June 14. 1777. flva
months later.
Notable Honor for Lafayette.
Of course, If you should object to
consider the honors of the first victory
under the American flag as belonging
to the Improvised one at Fort Stanwix, and should wish to know where
the earliest military battle occurred under the governmental colors, not Improvised or hastily made from Irregular mosaics, why that honor or glory
would go to the Frenchman, General
Lafayette, who commanded an American troop at the battle of Birmingham meetinghouse, September 11, 1777.
0
Upon that day 18,000 British and
Americans clashed, and brave, gallant Lafayette and his immediate command were fighting under the national
colors, the Stars and Stripes.
New Flag Well Advertised.
The Americans were slow to próvido
their regiments vlth the actual and
exact flag as commanded by congress.
Many troops retained their favorite
banners, and It may not be generally
known that the continental congress
paid for newspaper advertising in
which the colonists and the troops
were notified of the new and adopted
flng. So tardy were some of these regiments In producing the exact heraldic
banner that even as late as the surrender of the British at Yorktown,
the close of the revolution, there were
standards over the American troops
which contained seven white and six
red stripes, while other banners had
the 13 stars In various positions on
the blue field, though the accepted form
was to have the stars forming a circle.
The American flag has undergone a
number of slight changes, but In principle It has ever remained as the forefathers heraldicully built It on June

750 Americans

First Fight
Under Stars
and Stripes
By BERNARD J. CIGRANO.
(Authority on American Haraldry.)

THE question were asked. What
greatest sentence In our national existence? the reply would
likely be the one taken from the
"We
Declaration of Independence:
hold these truths
that all
men are created equal." That was the
essence of on Ideal or a principle, but
to give that statement living truth
the following words stand out as the
power of the nation :
"Saturday, June 14, 1777. Page 243.
Records of the day:
"Resolved That the Flag of the
united states be 13 stripes alternate
red and white, that the Union be 13
atara white In a blue field representing a new constellation."
Famous Committee In Charge.
The committee having the flag problem In charge consisted of George
Washington, Robert Morris and George
Ross.
It la evident that the resolution, aa
originally penned by Charles Thorn-aosecretary of the continental congress, was not adopted, but that corrections were made. I have been unable to decipher just what the original
reading matter was. Curiously, Secretary Thomson did not cross a single
one of the 17 "fs" which occur In the
The "i's" are all dotted,
sentence.
and a single comma la the extent of
the punctuation of this great word
picture our flag. Strangely enough,
he did not have the modern Idea well
In hand when he wrote the words
United States, without capitalizing the
name, while Flag and Union are made
Important Items In the line.
The old German long "s" Is In
and the numerals 13 are figures
and not spelled out. Thus brief and
without comment is the history we
have of the edict which gave us "Old
Glory."
Honor for Fort Stanwix.
The first flag constructed as a military emblem, and carrying these heraldic Ideals, appears to have been constructed In a rather unique manner.
The first flag which was patterned
after the resolution was adopted, and
which saw actual fighting, must be
credited to Fort Stanwix of New York.
News of those days traveled slowly,
and while the resolution was adopted
by the continental congress on June
14, 1777, the Improvised flag was not
made until the latter part of July, and
on the second day of August, 1777, It
flonted over the fort (Stanwix, later
Fort Schuyler). Amid loudest cheers
ami military salutes It was emblas-onc- d
in the sky to remain the emblem
of justice and liberty.
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But you ask:
"What was there
unique about its construction?" Well,
when the news came that the continental congress had finally decided upon
a banner the fort was without a proper
flag, and It was too late to depend
upon congress to get one fashioned.
Problem for the Garrison.
Immediately the Ingenuity of the
colonial or continental garrison arranged to improviso a standard as decreed by congress. Henry B. Dawson
of New York has left a description
which had fallen Into his hands in
1807, and It came from one of the soldiers of that garrison, and though
more than a century has elapsed the
narrative is ever new and deserves
Through relahistoric recognition.
tives of Mr. Dawson I am permitted to
give the exact version of how this earlier military flag of stars and stripes
was constructed.
The soldier who was among the flag
producers was Col. Marinus Wlllett.
and his story Is in part supported by
other members of the fort, as well
as by a recently disclosed letter In
England, in which the British soldier
refers to a banner: "Over the Fort
Stanwix built by us In 1758 and named
after the brave General Stanwix, they
(the continentals) hoisted a flag of
white and red stripes and on a canton of azure there were white stars."
How the Flag Was Made.
"But what of Its unique construction?" you nsk. Well, the garrison decided to form the national standard,
but being away from stores, clothshops
or homes, and being hemmed In by the
British, the task arose, how shall this
emblem of unity be constructed? Here
Is where Colonel Wlllett's diary and
narrative come to the surface with
the facts, and read as follows: "The
fort (Fort Stanwix) had never been
supplied with a flag. The necessity of
having one had, upon the arrival of the
enemy, taxed the Invention of the garrison a little; and a decent one was
aoon contrived.
The white stripes
were cut out of an ammunition shirt;
the blue out of the camlet cloak taken
from the enemy at Peeksklll, while the
red stripes were made of different
pieces of stuff procured from one ajid
another of the garrison."
Another witness of the garrison
states in his letter home that "the
blue ground for the stars was composed of a cloth cloak belonging to
Capt. Abraham Swartwout of Dutchess county." The captain, hence, wore
the camlet cloak taken from the British at Peeksklll battle.
Victory Crowns Its Appearance.
The first battle under the Improvised
American flag was a great victory, and
Col. Marinus Wlllett was among those
fight captured
who In a
five of the English colors and brought
them proudly to the fort. These British flags, according to his diary, were
run up on the fort flagpole, but the
Impromptu American banner floated
from the highest point of the pole.
Nor was thla a brief or ordinary skirmish. There were thousands In this
Fort Stanwix battle, and upward of
hand-to-han-

d

11,-00-

14, 1777.

Venerable American Flags.
There are two American flags In
existence which were carried In the
Revolutionary war. One of them, preserved In the rooms of the Masonic
grand lodge at Raleigh, N. C, was carried by North Carolina troops at the
battle of Guilford Courthouse in 1781.
and the other, now In the statehouse
at Annapolis, Md., was carried by Maryland troops In the battle of the Cow-pen- s,
January 17, 1781. The flag which
Inspired "The
Banner"
did not figure in the Revolutionary
war, but In the War of 1812. It Is In
the national museum at Washington.
d

Flag Ranks Above All.
The flag ranka the president of the
United States, who under the Constitution Is the commander In chief of the
armies and the navies. The sentinel
whose duty it is to guard the flag on
the color line maintained outside the
military camp Is for the time of duty
the superior officer of the president
private of the guard
The color-lin- e
must order the president, if he provea
forgetful, to uncover when he crosses
the line where the flag, wrapped about
Its staff, rests on its two stacks of bayoneted rifles.

United

States Naval Flag.

The Union Jack of the Unl'.ad States,
or the "American Jack," Is the upper
corner of the American flag the
white
atara, each denoting- a
tata, on a blue field. It la dtotlnctly a
naval Mac, and la without the "fly" or
that part of tha American Cae" oompoaad
of tha alternate stripes of red and white.
Our Union Jack la flown at tha prow of
every United State warahlp. while the
nsln or "Stars and Strtpee" Ja Down at
the atara of each veaeet .
In-il-

-
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If you Knew There Was to Be a Terrible Hail Storm Right In
Could you Do?
your Very Section What would you
Do?--wh- at

'.1

.

T

i ou can t cover your e crops, neitner
i
it l
1.111them from the
cobcan you shield
ble stones of the sky."

n ARTFOR

S- o-

ii.íi. lb

couldn't
entire source of income-y- ou
do a thing to prevent it. No power
on earth could save your property,
and you know it.
Consequently, what's to be done?

Of course not.
You may argue that the storm MAY
not come. Quite true; it may not-f- or
a day, or a week, or two weeks.
But when it DOES, then what?

There's only one safe answer:

"Hartford Hail Insurance"
Personal Paragraphs

9

w. s. s.
1
soil,
arc
Clayton
residents
nier
a few days here.
KenMiss Mabel i'.liamtvrlainl.
ton lias accepted a position in flu1

Mr. and Mrs. Dan

1'

V. C.

Mrs.
vi-iti-

Barnharl store.
.1.

T. Mitchell, who lias been

Mrs. .1. K. Stal-e- y
her ilauiiht.-!-left Wednesday for her home in
.

lenver.
F. . Hartley, rattle inspector from
Gladstone, spent a few days in Clayton this week.
Mrs. C. V. Presnall. of Trinidad,
will spend some time in Clayton this
I

summer.
Mrs. Jessie I.amoreanx, of Miami,
Florida, is here visiting Mrs. II. M.
Lewis.
C. L. Fitzgerald, of Ilayden, who
has heen in Clayton receiving medical treatment has returned home.
Mrs. George Sparks and daughter,
Mrs. V. It. Spann, of Seneca, spent
John and George Coi'ich made a
ti'ip to Trinidad Saturday night to
visit their mother. John returned
Monday noon, hut George remained
to register.
Jack Lenlmrt was over fro) Kenton on business during the wek.
Alex McKenzie was in from the
Cimarron the fore part of the week.
S. E. Lane and family, and Miss
Marthama Cooper, left Thursday in
Lane's new Dodge car for an overland trip to Missouri.
Dr. A. E. Brosior, of Amistad, was
a business visitor to the county seat
the fore part of the week
Jack Owens, of the Wansor and
Owons Drug store, left Wednesday
for Wichita, Kansas, where he will
visit relatives before enlisting in the
navy.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Wanscr, of
Ouyinon, Oklahoma, were in the city
the fore part of tho week.
Tuesday in Clayton Shopping.
Mrs. Mary Ramy, and daughter,
Maretla, left Thursday for a visit
with relatives in St. Louis".
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Even if you knew there was to be a
hailstorm- -a ruinous, raging storm-o- ne
that was bound to destroy your

You can't afford to run your business on a
basis, can you? You don't
wan't to feel that the harvest of
months of hard work may be swept
away in a few minutes, do you?

If you cannot prevent

Foresight is the mother of wisdom.
Don't delay. Insure your crops
now and be safe.

f
For Full Particulars,

Twins, Etc

See The

UNIO NCO.AGENCY
M'FADDEN & RiXEY
i

business vim yoi h puotectiox

NEW MEXICO

CLAYTON,

Mrs. I. G. Coad. and .small son, NURSES WOUNDED
left Wednesday for a visit in Topeka

Í

I

turalist, is Mr. Meredith's representativo, or trustee for the money, and
s, in a measure, responsible for the
purchase and wellfare of the calves
L'nion County members of Calf and pigs.
He received Merideth's
Clubs,- mostly in the northern part check for $1173.00 Monday afternoon
of the county, have signed up for and immediatly ordered the slock
forty-liv- e
high grade Holstoin heif- for the club members.
ers, which have been ordered
Buy a Baby Bond
by County Agriculturalist Jteatty and
will arrive at Dos Moines in a few
Dr. W. C. Chambers, who has
days.
been very ill for the past week is
Besides the calves there are two improving in health at this time. His
pure bred sows coming for other father, Dr. Chambers, of Fayetaville
club members who decided upon Arkansas, is here and will remain
pigs rather than cattle.
with him a few days longer.
The total shipment was ordered
the lirst of the week and will reach
Frank Collins, of Amarillo, was a,
to club members by the lirst of next. Clayton visitor the latter part of
Thi is the first shipment of calves tho week.
and piis to the young
of
VA Bergin and Orren Beaty were
l'nion County Clubs and marks the
beginning of a new era of prosperi- in Kansas the foro part of the week
and while there Mr. Bergin purchasty for the (timing farmers
The cost of the livestock to be ed 10 head of fine Holstein cattle
entrusted to the boys and girls of for his ranch near Clayton.
the Clubs is eleven hundred and
seventy-liv- e
dollars, which sum was Calltd to Trinidad byCousin's Death
furnished by E. T. Mefideth,
E, M. Finkle, of
Conand editor of Successful Farm- struction Co., was the Clayton
to
called
Trinidad
ing, at Ds Moines, Iowa, a farm
Friday night by a mossago to the
journal that lias long boon a strong
effect that his cousin, Mrs. E. C.
advocate of the club work and pure Pierce, of
that city, was dead.
bred stock.
Club members signing up for the Miss Sutton Weds Baymond .Means
livestock give their personal note
to Mr. Mereditli, without tnortgage
Miss Nello Sutton, the daughter of
or any security, ana iwy only six Sheriff Sutton, and Raymond Means,
percent interest upon tlm tohey in- of Sedan, were united in marriage
Lending money to club Sunday afternoon, June 2, at the
vested.
members is today coFwidciod ono of homo of tho bride. Only the immedtho most practical methods of arous- iate families of the contracting parling the interest of young Americans ies were present. The couple
left
in agricultural persuits and putting for Dallas, Texas, followin tho ceretho young farmers in a position to mony, where they will make their
actually becomij residents of the home for a few months while Mr.
land and tillers of tho soil.
Such Means finishes bis course in dental
loans, too, are considered among tho surgery.
safest in tho world.
Tho movement has spread rapidGrenville Couple Get License
ly since first inaugurated several
Ellis Stevenson and Edith Bair,
years ago, and private capitalists,
communities, and even banks, back- both of Grenville, were granted a
ing the youngsters in their calf and marriage license by County Clerk
pig clubs. So far as can be learned Duran last Saturday.'
there is no record of failure upon
Things, That Count
the part of any club member to pay
Is not great deeds that make
It
noto
the
and interest promptly when
lives happy; it la the little kinddue.
nesses of dally life. 13. Hndwin.
Orren Beaty, tho county agricul
-
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Mrs. Junius Hustings Snowdcn of
New York, who U dally risking her life
In nursing wounded Belgian soldiers
only four
nt her hospital at
miles from the actual battle line.. Bom
bardments ore an everyday occurrence
at the hospital.
More

Sensation.

several more ground
There mlght-bglasá sensations if a few gtrfs eljouhi
take, a notion to consult ap
of Commerce.
the things that spangle OMhelr
about
Indianapolis
Juan C. de Baca was up from Gal-leg- os engagement fingers.
one day during the week on a News.

business trip.
F. C. de Baca and family moved
to their ranch this week.
Miss Ida May Cunningham, who
has been visiting in Wichita Falls
and Henrietta, Texas for tho past
few weeks, has returned home.
Mrs. Jake Lebus, of Henrietta,
Texas, is visiting relatives in Clayton this week.
J. A. Gray, of Joplin, Mo., is here
for a few days visiting J. A. McCune.
Allen I. Lum, a prominent cat- -

s,

SIGN II VOl FOHTY-FIV- E
HIGH GUADE IIOLSTEINS.
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hail-storm-

m,

I'MlIN COl'NTV CALF CLIBS

BELGIANS

Kansa.s

Beulah Lambert, of the Otto community, who has been receiving med
ical treatment at the Winchester
hospital is greatly improved in
health and has returned to her home.
Mrs. Susie S. l'ace, ami two sons,
are spending the month in Colorado
Springs.
V. C. Dodson has accepted a position as rural carrier on Routes 2
and 3 to fill the vacancy caused by
the resignation of Lyle Schwestka.
Mrs. V. W. Heed, and Miss Alice
I. id' Trinidad,
are visiting in
It
Clayton for a few days
Marion Chelf came in Irom Ins
ranch the lift li to register for selec
tive draft service
Mrs. Edythe Murphy, who returned
home recently, has accepted a posi
tion as book keeper at the II. W.
Isaacs' store.
Dr. II. It. Mills, pastor of the M. E.
church has returned home alter a
vacation of several weeks spent in
Chautamjua work in California ami
south western New Mexico.
J. C. Kitts, tf near Clayton, is
in a new Ford this week.
M. 1'. Harvy, of the Clayton Abstract Company is holding down the
drivers seat of a new Ford.
Dr. E. A. Jennings is riding in a
new car since the rains.
U Bob Hamblen, who left here last
week for Ft. Lee, Virginia, writes
back to friends that the Clayton njen
were royally treated every where
they stopped by the Army Y. M. C. A.
Mrs. l'resnall. of Kenton, has ac
cepted a position with the State Bank

s,

you can protectt yourself against loss
caused by them. And the best protection you can possibly secure is an
insurance policy in the Hartford Fire
Insurance Company.
Let the "Hartford" assume all the
risk. It can afford it. You cannot.
The Hartford has millions of dollars
of assets. You haven't. The "Hartford" will cheerfully guarantee you
against all loss by
and do
it for a comparatively small amount
per year.
Now that you know how to protect
yourself against
what are
you going to do? Are you going to
keep putting it off? Are you going
to wait and wait for the BIG storm
that will completely ruin your crop?
Are you going to undergo the suffering and worry that comes with
such a big catastropae?
Saye yourself all this. Insure your
crops. Protect your business. Protect your family.
hail-stor-

REMEMBER

hail-storm-

e

ert

lleman of Vicksburg, Miss., is visiting his brother W. B. Lum and sister, Mrs. G. B. Bond, of Moses, N. M.
W. M. Cadel and A. L. Stone, of
Texline, were in Clayton Wednesday.

formerly with the
Mercantile Co., was In
town a few days this week shaking
hands with old friends.
D. N. Russell,

Otto-Johns-

on
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peo-pi-

